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PREFACE 
Che 10 studio dei nodi abbia un aspetto liberatorio e una teoria che non ho mai 

visto scritta nemmeno in una nota a pic di pagina .. Eppure, forse che non si parte 
da un nodo e, maneggianclolo con precauzione, osservandolo come i1 meccanismo 
di una cassaforte, non si studiano Ie mosse ncccssarie per ridurlo ad un semplice, 
inutile pezzo di cOl'cla? 

II nodo ha una storia varia e una dualita complessa, rna al giorno d'oggi dopo 
secoli eli catene, Ie attuali rese piu' forti c sottili da vincoli mentali, morali e 
sociali, il nodo richiama immagini non amate. Si e perduto il senso del lavoro 
umano: tessuti fatti di nodi, lavori lIei Ccllllpi, I'animale guidato dal contadino, 
I'asino costretto a portare il basto, I'acqua issata a fa,tica elai pozzi, Ie vele di 
grandi navi piene di carichi e di esploratori. 

Ci sono libri che esaltano i nodi, simboli di progresso, eli unione. Eppure, 
diciamoci la verita, questi nodi noi Ii vogliamo sciogliere. Tutte queste teorie 
matematiche alia fin fine ruoiano attorno ad un'idea fissa: capire il no do e disfarlo, 
comprenelere quando due nodi Rono uguali e usare la stessa tecnica per vanificarne 
10 scopo, compilare un cata.logo di tutLi i nodi del mondo al fine di distruggerli 
sistematicamente. 

E allora via Ie catene, via Ie vele, via Ie IlCwi alla deriva, liberi asini e buoi a 
calpestare i campi, liberi gli uomini dalle vesti, liberi i capelli delle donne; cadono 
gli impiccati col culo per terra e uriano "IVIamllla, sono an cora vivo!", volano i 
rocciatori nel nulla trasformalldosi in aqllile, piove I'acqua nei pozzi ritornando 
alia terra. 

Si sciogliessero anche i 110di del cllore e CllIelli, pill subdoli, nella testa della 
gente, avrcmmo raggiunto una grandissirna scoperta. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Heisenberg Model of the integrable evolution of a continuous spin chain 

can be used to describe an integrable dynamics of curves in R3. 

The role of orthonormal frames of the curve is explored. In this framework 

a second Poisson structure for the Heisenberg Model is derived and the relation 

between the Heisenberg Model and the cubic Non-Linear Schrodinger Equation is 

explained. 

The Frenet frame of a cllrvc is shown to Iw a Legenclrian curve in the space of 

orthonormal frames with respect. t.o a nat.ural cOlltact structure. As a consequence, 

generic si ngulari ties of the SOlll tioll of t.he Hcisen berg Model and topological in

variants of the curve are comput.ed. 

The family of mult.i-phase solutions of the Heisenberg Model and the corre

sponding curves are constructed wit.h techniques of algebraic geometry. The rela

tion with the Non-Lineal' Schroclinger Equatioll is explained also in this context. 

A formula for the Ba.cklulld tranformation for the Heisenberg Model is derived 

and applied to construct orbits homoclinic to pla.nar circles. As a result singular 

knots are obtained. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The story of this thesis begins in Italy, in my country (just a coincidence!) at 

the turn of the century [Ric91]. It begins with another thesis by Luigi Da Rios, 

a student of Tullio Levi Civita. In his work he studied the motion of an isolated 

vortex filament in an indefinite domain filled with an incompressible inviscid fluid. 

A region of vorticity in a fluid or a gaseous medium is a region where the velocity 

field possesses a rotational component. When the vorticity is non-zero only in the 

interior of a thin tube, (skilled smokers are able to produce a variety of examples), 

two ideas come to mind to start understanding the motion of the filament: 

• The shape of the filament can be approxilnated by a curve in space, assum

ing that its thickness vanishes and that it.s internal structure is irrelevant. 

Therefore its motion can be described only in terms of the position vector ;;; 

of an abstract curve . 

• ''''hen the filament is curved, nearby seglllents create a potential field which 

causes the vortex to move. To simplify the model even more, one remembers 

that at each point every clII've is approxilllated by a circular are, and assumes 

the potential to be local. In t.his limit, t.he velocity field of ;;; at one point 

will depend only OIl the value of its curvature cit that point. 

This effort of simplificat.ion creates a remarkable equation which, in its more 

modern formulation, has t.he following form [Ilcnn(i:j, 8et65]' 

d-=y ~ 
-="'b. 
ell 

(1.1 ) 

Here I.: is t.he curvat.ure of -=y. and b is its hi normal vector; both are functions of 

t.ime and of the arclength panllllet.cr. Its 1'0 I' III reflects directly the main feature of 

the physical approxilllat.ion: regions of greater curvature move with a larger speed. 

Thinking once more of sl110ke rings, slllilller rings travel faster through the air. 
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Figure 1.1, The complex structure of the space of knots 

Marsden and Weinstein [f-.IW83] showed that the Filament Equation (1.1) has 

a natural hamiltonian formulation which can be derived from the Euler equations 

for a perfect fluid. 

If C is a "point" in the phase space M of equation (1.1), that is an arclength 

pararnetrized curve, a tangellt \'ector to ;\} at C is a smooth choice of normal 

vectors along the curve (Fig. 1.1). Thinkillg of the normal plane at a point along 

;:; as the plane of complex numbers. we can endow it with a notion of "multiplication 

by i" and induce a skew-symmetric operat ion J on tangent vectors in the following 

natural way (x is the cross product in Ra) 

1/ E TcM. ( 1.2) 

The Marsden-Weinstein Poisson bracket on CX.(M) is defined by 

{f,g} = 1 df· Jdg 
c 

f.g E Coo(M) ( 1.3) 

(~r,dg are the gl;adients of f.g and . is the scalar product 111 R3). A Poisson 

bracket associated with a skew-symmetric operator J assigns hamiltonian vector 

fields J (~r to functions f (1\1I1ct ionals 011 t Iw space of curves in this case): The 

\'elocity field {[; of the Filamcnt Equatioll ('clll be rewritten in the form 

dl d"l 
-x-
d." d8 2 ' 
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I.e. it is the hamiltonian vector field for the hamiltonian functional 

lc 
elf 

N[C] = 11-
1 

lids = I(C), 
c (S 

(1.4) 

the length of the curve C. 

In the early' 70's, before the hamiltonian formulation of the Filament Equation 

had been explored, Hasimoto [Has72] found a change of variable which recognized 

equation (1.1) as a complet.ely integrable solit.on equation. The Hasimoto trans-

forrnat. iOIl 

'1..J • ~ /. _ I. i {' Ttl" 
It. I -> I. - 1,.( , (1.5 ) 

maps f to the complex functiollll' of the curvature I.~ and the torsion T. The 

function '1/', which completely determines the shape of the filament, is a solution of 

the cubic focussing non-linear Schrodinger (NLS) equation. 

(1.6 ) 

The NLS equation can be rewritten as a hamiltonian system on the space of 

complex-valued functions '1/' 

with Hamiltonian H[4'] = 

-HI 
I/'t = J -;:-/ ' 

(/'1 ' 

hI - 1 -" ')] [-1/"/'" + -1/'-'/'- dll . 'P 2 ss K ' , 

( 1.7) 

(V the spatial domain). The 

symplectic operator J is Illultiplication by i and serves to define a Poisson bracket 

on pairs of functionals of 1/' [FASOl. The geometric aspect of the complete inte

grability of the NLS equat ion t l'aIlslaLes into tilt' existence of an infinite sequence 

of symplectic operators, whose associat.ed hallliitoniall flows pairwise commute. 

Magri [l'vIag78] related the orderiIlg in the hierarchy of PoissoIl structures to the 

existence of a Recursion operator R which t.akes one Poisson operator (and the 

corresponding bracket) into anot.her 

it' Jo = J," /I = 0, I, 2, ... ( 1.8) 
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It is tempting to suggest ([rVlWS3J did) that the Hasimoto transformation should 

carry the operation of "mult.iplication by i" on t.he normal planes to the curve into 

the "multiplication by i" 011 complex functiolls. This would imply that the map 

'H sends the Marsden-Weinstein bracket to the natural hamiltonian structure for 

NLS. 

A few years ago Langer and Perline [LP91J showed that the relation between the 

two hamiltonian structures is more subtle. They computed the differential of the 

I-Iasimoto map and discovered the formula 

d'H(hii + gb) = R2(h + ig)e i r rdu, ( 1.9) 

Where hii + gb is a tangent vector to 111 at ;:; written with respect to components of 

the Frenet frame (r, ii, b) of the curve. Two observations can be made about (1.9): 

• The choice of framings of the Clll'V(, is important. This sounds like a side 

comment at t.his st.age, but will become t.he main theme of chapter 2 of this 

work. If, instead of choosing the Frenet. frame as a. basis for TN!, we choose 

the strange looking frame:' 

(1.10) 

then we have the correspondence (lilt + gu) --. II. +ig, and d'H becomes the 

square of the recursion operator wit.h no need to introduce the gauge term 

ei r rd". Later we will show that the orthonorma.l frame (r, 1t, v) arises in a 

very natural context. (see the descript.ion of ch.2 in this introduction and ch.2 

itself) . 

• 'H is a Poisson map; that is it. maps Poisson brackets to Poisson brackets (and 

therefore preserves t.he fllndalll<:'11 ta I propert.y of integrability). Moreover 

there is a shift. in Poisson st.ructures: t.he rl'larsdcn-\Veinstein Poisson bracket 

is mapped to the fourt.h Poissoll bracket for the NLS equa.tion. 
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In this thesis we study a dynamical system which is intermediate between the 

Filament Equation and the Non-Linear Schrodinger equation. Since the arclength 

is locally preserved by the approximated vortex filament dynamics, we can differ

entiate both sides of equation (1.1) with respect to the arclength parameter and 

derive the evolution equation of the unit tangent vector t. We are interested in 

closed curves, so we will study the equation 

dt _ el2 [ 

- = I x-, 
ell ds 2 IllIl = 1 (1.11 ) 

l(O.I) = l(27r, t) 

with periodic boundary conditions. This equation was derived by Lakshamanan 

[Lak77] and it is known as the Continuous Heisenberg l'vlodel (EM). It describes the 

evolution of the continuum approximation of a discrete chain of spins interacting 

just with their nearest neighbors (the analogue of the localized interaction for 

the vortex filament dynamics). It is related to the NLS equation via a gauge 

transformation which is defined in chapter 4 and which is given a new interpretation 

as a consequence of the results in chapter 2 (section 2.2.5). 

It is of interest to study (l.ll) in the context of the integrable evolution of 

curves for several reasons. We present these reasons while outlining the content of 

the various chapters. 

Chapter 2. The unit tangent vect.or of an arclength parametrized curve lives 

on the 2-dimensional unit sphere. As anticipated earlier, this chapter justifies the 

assertion that the choice of frames is important. For the Heisenberg Model it 

is most natural to illtroduce orthollormal frames adapted to the sphere, since [ 

evolves on 5''2. The choice of a frame becomes t.he choice of a unit tangent vector 

field along the curve traced out by r. In other words, let Tt5'2 be the circle bundle 

of 5'2, i.e. the space of all unit tangent. vectors at some point. Then the frame of 

a curve is a lifting of the associated spherical [.curve into the circle bundle. 



1.5 

As a first consequence of this set-up we show that the Frenet frame is always a 

lifting to a Legendrian curve. In order to do this, we construct a natural contact 

structure on TtS2 and show that the velocity field of the Frenet lifting is contained 

at every point in the distribution of con tad planes. The applications of this result 

presented here are a classification of the generic singularities of the spherical f

curve and a description of the invariants of the curve in R3 which are related 

to topological invariants of the corresponding Legendrian curve in TtS2. This 

approach promises a better understanding of the topology of the surface swept out 

by the Legendrian curve in time [Eli94] and the possible discovery of new invariants 

of -=; associated to invariants of Legendrian knots [Ben89]. But this is for future 

work (see conclusions in ch .. 5). 

The frame introduced in equation (1.10) becomes completely natural in this 

context: it. is the horizonta.! lifting with respect to the canonical invariant con

nection on TtS2. Its expression allows us to give a geometrical interpretation of 

the relation between HI"! and NLS and to construct. a Poisson map between the 

respedive phase spaces. We show that there is a shift in Poisson structures, as 

there is one between the Filament 8quaLioll and the N LS equation, and that the 

differential of this map takes t.he l"larsden- Weinstein bracket for HM to the second 

bracket for NLS. We also show that the origin of the second Poisson operator for 

the NLS equation is related 1.0 a natural sympledic operator on the space of loops 

in 80(3, R). 

Chapter 3. Another charact.erist.ic featme of completely integrable equations 

is the presence of an infinite number of invariants: enough for the equation to 

be "solvable". The notion of integrability for a PDE is an infinite-dimensional 

analogue of the integrability of finite-dimensional hamiltonian systems. This re

quires that the constants of motion are in involution, or in other terms that their 

associated flows pairwis(' COllllllut.e. 1'vlor('o\'('1' their gradients need to be linearly 
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independent. A list of such invariants for curves which solve the Filament Equation 

was given in [LP91]. The first few are 

(1.12) 

An infinite number of constraints forces the solutions to live on a much smaller (but 

still infinite-dimensional in general) subset of the phase space. Finite-dimensionality 

appears in a special. but large, class of solutions. They are the "N-solitons" which 

move without change of shape in unbounded domains, or the N-phase solutions 

in the periodic (and quasi-periodic) problem. When performing numerical exper

iments on an equation which "Iooks" integrable, these solutions are the ones to 

look for: they interact non-linearly in a particle-like manner. Another character

ization of the N-phase (or soliton) solutions is that they are critical points of a 

linear combination of the first N + 1 constants of motion (the phases are related to 

Lagrange multipliers). Elastic curves, extremizing the total squared curvature, are 

2-phase solutions. The closed elastica in R3 are special curves: planar circles and 

torus knots [LS84]. In this chapter we construct N -phase curves. The form of the 

pair of linear systems associated to the Heisenberg !'vIodel suggests a simple way 

to construct the position vector of t.he curve in t.erms of the eigenfunction matrix. 

The eigenfunction for the Lax pair of the Heisenberg IVlodel associated to an N

phase solution can 1)(-' const.ructed froll} a set of data on a hyperelliptic Riemann 

surface wit.h a technique analogous (,0 th(' on(' developed by Krichever [Kri77] and 

extended in Previato [PreS!)] to the cubic NLS equation. The effect of normalizing 

the eigenfunction at a point different froll} it.s essential singularity leads to our 

const.ruction of a gauge transformation which relat.es EM and NLS. 

Chapter 4. We get to t.he "last" (concC'J'Jling just t.his introduction) malll fea

ture of integrability: Bacldulld t.ransformat.ions. Typically, whenever a system is 

completely integrable, 13~iclduncl t.nll1sforlllations, conservation laws and an inverse 

spectral transform are present. ,IS three aspects of the same phenomenon [WSK75]. 
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A mi,cklund formula for the Heisenberg Model is derived and applied in this chap

ter, which is the most experimental. The Biicklund transformation is used in two 

contexts: symmetries and illstabilities of N-phase curves. The theoretical papers 

of [EFMS7a, EFM87bJ taught us that two variations of the basic transformation 

can be applied to a given potential to create solutions with very different features. 

On one hand an iterated Backlund transformat.ion constructs a large family of sym

metries of tlte original solution. On the ot.her hand we can construct homoclinic 

orbits of higher and higher dimensiolls. Analyt.ically the only example we were able 

to work out in complete det.ail was t.he Biicklulld tra.nsformation of a planar circle. 

The homoclinic orbits to the planar circle are all immersed knots, with transversal 

intersections which persiHt durillg the t.ime evolut.ioll, as many as the number of 

fundamental instabilities of the origillal solutioll. Homoclinic orbits are dynamical 

separatrices in phase space: the fact tha.t. 11'(' observe singula.r knots suggests that 

they might playa role in cliHtinguishing knots which are not ambiently isotopic. 
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Chapter 2 Orthonormal Frames 

2.1 Introduction 

If the filament equation describes the evolution of an arclength parametrized 

curve in R3 , then the continuous Heisenberg Model describes the corresponding 

evolution of its unit tangent. vector. However, in the course of this chapter we will 

explain why, in order to understand the geollletry of the solution space of the HM, 

we need to consider not just. the unit ta.ngellt vector, but orthonormal framings of 

the original curve. 

The space of unit tangent vectors of space curves is the 2-dimensional sphere 

of radius 1. The space of their orthonormal frames is its unit tangent bundle 7,,52 • 

Then, for a given curve in R\ choosing a frame means choosing a way to lift the 

spherical curve described by the unit tangent vector into the bundle. This chapter 

studies two such liftings. 

(a) The horizontal lifting associated to the canonical connection on 7" 52 is the 

geometrical realization of the gauge transformation from the I-IM to the cubic NLS 

equation and of the corresponding shift in Poisson structures. It also suggests 

where the second Poisson st.ructure for NLS comes from. 

(b) The lifting to the Frellet frame of t.he original curve is a Legendrian sub

manifold of 7,,52 with respect. t.o a nat.ural coutact structure. This realizes the 

curve on the sphere as the intage of a Legendre map (i.e as a wave front) and en

ables us to describe its generic singularities. Legendrian curves possess Legendrian 

invariants; we compute a few of t.helll and relate them to total geodesic curvatures 

of associated spherical curves. 

We organized the chapter ill the following way. Sections (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) 

introduce the circle bundle alld its canollical cOllnectioll. Section (2.2.3) constructs 

the contact structure in 7" 52 and proves a result about the correspondence between 
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Legendrian curves and curves in R3. Section (2.2.4) presents the spherical curve 

as a wave front and describes its generic singularities. Section (2.2.5) defines the 

horizontal lifting and interprets the gauge trallsformation between HM and NLS. 

Section (2.2.6) compares the Poisson structures of HM and NLS and discusses 

the origin of the second Poisson structure for NLS. Section (2.2.7) concludes the 

chapter by computing a few invariants of Legcndrian curves. 

Before turning our attent.ion to frames we briefly characterize the spherical 

curves which are of interest. t.o us. 

They are described by t.he t.angents of closed difl'erentiable curves in R3, which are 

parametrized according to arclength. We define the phase space for HM to be the 

space of loops in the 2-sphere 82 , i.e. 

(2.1 ) 

The requirement that the original curve in R3 be closed restricts the consideration 

to those loops on 8 2 which satisfy the "zero trlcan condition": 

j
'2rr 

o ilu)du = O. (2.2) 

This is obtained by writing the position vector f of the curve as the antiderivative 

of f with respect to t.he arclengt.h parameter 8, 1(8) = is illl)dll, with 80 a. base 
So 

point on the circle. The condition f( 8 + 27l') = f( 8) for every fixed 8 becomes 

condition (2.2) for the unit. t.angent. vcctor r. 
Remark: The space 'Po of zero-mean loops is preserved by the HM dynamics, in 

fact 

d 12rr ~ 12rr 
d (~ df) -[ l(u)dll = -, I x -I du = O. 

rl 0 0 (U Cll 

Vie also observe that simple (i.e. non self-int.ersecting) closed curves in Po possess 

the following geomet.ric characterizat.ion: if A is t.he area of the portion of the 

sphere enclosed by 1(5'\) allcl T is t.he t.orsioll of the curve in R3 with tangent 



vector .~ then 

27r=A + 1 T(s)ds. lSI 
In order to show this, we need one definition and one theorem. 
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(2.3) 

Definition 1 Let c( x) be a regular orient.ed cllrve which lies on an oriented surface 

and :r be its a'l'clength paramriel·. The geodesic curvature of c at x is the length of 

the tangential component of c "( x) (in other words, it is the covariant derivative 

ofc'(x)). 

For an arclength parametrized ci.1l've T(;r) on the sphere, its geodesics curvature 

can be expressed as kg = [II. ([x [I). 

Theorem 1 (Gauss-Bonnet) If C is a closed simple curve on the unit 2-sphere 

which bounds a region V, and /':g is its geodesic curvature, then 

(2.4) 

where dw is the area f01'111 Oil the sphere. 

Let s be the arclength parameter for the cOl'l'esponding curve in R3. 

Then, using the Frenet. equat.ions for the frall1(, (t~i';,b) we obtain [I = h:i'i
ds

, 
d~D 

_ II 'J - - (d8) '.! • d8 
t = (-h'"{ + hb) -, . wlt.h 

(:1' d:1' 
I '1'1 . k T ds I ( ) I' Icre/ore:g = I = T dx anc 2.3 

follows. I 

Consequence : The area enclosed by t.he clII've II 8 1 ) is locally preserved by the 

time evolution (since the total torsion is a conserved quantity). 

2.2 The Fraule Space 

The Heisenberg Model describes the evolut.ion of the unit tangent vector to 

the curve and it also describes t.he dynamics of its orthonormal frames. For this 
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reason, we take the natural configuration space for orthonormal frames to be the 

unit tangent bundle to the 2-sphere TtS2. 

In this section we describe two geometrical structures on TTtS2. The first 

is the canonical connection, which is a distribution of horizontal planes invariant 

under the left action of the rotation group SO( :3, R). The second is a left-invariant 

contact structure, i.e. a maximally non-integrable distribution of planes in TTtS2 

which is "adapted" to the Frenet frames of curves (but it is independent of any 

particular curve!) in the following sense: we show that, for a given a curve in 

R3, its Frenet frame describes a CUl've in 'lj 8'2 which has the property of being 

Legendria.n, i.e. tangent to the contact distribut.ion at. each point. 

2.2.1 The Circle Bundle of 82 

vVe start with recalling a few facts about the 2-dimensional sphere and its 

associated circle bundle. The unit sphere 

(2.5 ) 

is an example of a symmct ric homogeneous space. Given a connected Lie group 

o and a. nontrivial group automorphism a such that a 2 = Id (involutivity), the 

associated symmetric homogeneolls spac(' is the orbit space 0/ H, where H is the 

identity component of the set. of elements" E G which are invariant under the 

action of a, i.e. a(h) = h. 

In the case of the sphere, 0 is the Lie group 5'0(:3, R) of rotations in R3. 

Let l' = (I -1) and define a to be "conjugation by T": a(9) = 1'-191', for 

9 E 5'0(3, R). Then H is the subgroup of alll'icments of the form h = (* 1) 
and we have the identificat.ion H ~ 80(2, /f). 

There exists a nat.ural diffeomorphism between 8 2 and the symmetric homogeneous 

space 50(:3, R)/SO(2, R). In fact, we can const.ruct a transitive action of SO(3, R) 
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on 8 2 as follows. Let {C},C2,C3} be the standard orthonormal basis in R3, and let 

us define the map 

(j: 80(3, R) (2.6) 

9 ----) 9 . Ca· 

Since the elements of If fix the vector C3, (j induces a diffeomorphism between 

80(3, R)/ 80(2, R) and 8 2
. 

Moreover, if ]I: 80(3, R) -; 80(3, R)/80(2, R) ~ 8 2 is the canonical projection, 

0' induces the involution O',.,(p:r) = pO'Cr) , V.I' E 80(3, R), for which the origin 

0= pc is an isolated fixed point.. 

We now define the circle bundl!' of 8 2 as the space of all unit tangent vectors 

to the sphere: 

where II . II is the euclidean norm in R3. 

The following properties will be used lat.er: 

(2.7) 

1) It is called "circle bundle" beca.use there is a natural action of the unit circle 

which "fixes" the base point .r and rotates /1 in t.he tangent plane to 8 2 at :r. We 

have the following smooth Illap 

(2.8) 

II . (.r, 1') ----) (.r, IIv ). 

This action is free, i.e. with no fixed points. 

2) \'\'e introduce the bUlldle project.ioll 7r : 'Tt82 
-; 8 2

, 7r(:r, v) = x such that 

71'-l(X) = 8 1 . 

3) \~re can always construct. a local cross section, i.e. we can find a neighborhood 

U of each point :/: E 5'2 and a s11100th unit. vector field c( U) (for example, we can 
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take the vector field aa / II .c? II where ('tt, v) is a local coordinate system). Given 
'It (j II 

such a vector field we define t.he map ¢: U x 8 1 
---t rr-l(U) by ¢(x, h) = (x, he(x)). 

Since the SI-action is free and e( x) is smoot.h and never zero in U, ¢ is smooth 

and invertible, and so is ¢-l. 

4) The previous observat.ions define a principal fiber bundle with fiber 8 1 and 

base S2. The fact that there does not exist a non-vanishing vector field on S2 (and 

therefore a global cross-sect.ion) says that 7,.82 is a non-trivial bundle. 

5) There exists a t.rallsit.ive and free action of 5'0(:3, R) on 7,.S2 given by the 

map g. (.T,V) = (g:z:,gv), g E 80(:3, R). which identifies the space of orthonormal 

frames wit.h t.he circle bundk of t.he 2-spherC': ":;'0(:3, R) ~ 7,.82 . 

2.2.2 The Canonical Connection 

vVe summarize the not.ion of a connection in a principal fiber bundle and the 

construction of the invariallt. connection for II 8 2
• The content of this section can 

be found in various references, ([KN63] is comprehensive, see also ch.7 in [ST67] 

for a discussion of the circle bundle of a 2-dill1ensional Riemannian manifold). 

As in Rn there is a natural way to parallel-translate vectors and to compare 

tangent vectors at different. points, likewise in a general manifold, a choice of a 

connection prescribes a way to translate tangent. vectors "parallel to themselves" 

and provides us with an illtrinsic mea.ning of direct.ional derivative. 

In t.he case of a principal hUlldle 

with structure group G ov(,r a manifold M, we best explain the role of a connection 

when thinking of lifting a vector field u E 'f'M t.o a vector fieldi! E TP in a unique 

way. For each ]J E P let. 01' be t.110 t.he suhspace of TI'P consisting of all the 

vectors t.angent to the vertical fiber. The lift.illg of 11 will be unique if we require 
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V to lie at each point in a subspace of TpP complementary to Gp. A smooth and 

G-invariant choice of such a complementary subspace is called a "connection" on 

P, more precisely, 

Definition 2 A connection on P is a smooth assignment of a subspace 

Hp c TpP, \;/p E P such that: 

1) T Pp = Gp EEl HI' 

2) Hgp = (Cg).Hp• \;/p E P, 9 E G 

(Cg is the left-translation in G). 

Given a connection, the horizontal subspace HI' is mapped isomorphically by 

d7r onto T1rp M. Therefore the lifting of v is the unique horizontal v which projects 

onto v. 

There is an equivalent way to assign a connection by introducing a Lie algebra 

valued I-form ¢ (the connect.ion form). If A E 9 (the Lie algebra of G), let A· 

be the vector field on P induced by the act.ion of the I-parameter subgroup etA. 

Because the action of G maps each fiber into itself, A- is tangent to the vertical 

fiber at each point. 

If .\' E 1;,P, ¢(X) is the unique A E g, such that A- is equal to the vertical 

component of X. Then ¢(X) = 0 if and only if )( is horizontaL 

Proposition 1 A connectioll I-form ¢ has the following properties: 

(2) (Cg )*¢ = ad(g)¢, \;/g E G (ad is the adjoint representation of G), 

The first follows immediately from the definition; for a proof of the second property 

see [KN6J]. 

'vVe are now ready to construct. an invariant connection on ~S2. As discussed 

111 the previous section, ;::"2 3: S'O(:3, H)/S'O('2, /?) is a symmetric homogeneous 
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space. 'vVe consider the decolllPosition of the Lie algebra g = 80(3, R) given by the 

automorphism of g induced by a (denoted with the same letter a), 

g = II EEl I.', (2.9) 

where II = {X E gi aX = X} is the subalgebra of the invariant subgroup H = 

5'0(2, R), and I.~ = {X E gi aX = -X}. 

Let () be the canonical I-form of 5'0(3, R), i.e. the left-invariant g-valued I-form 

defined by 

O(A) = fI, for A E g, (2.10 ) 

then (see [KN63]) 

Theorem 2 The h-componcnt <p of the canonicalI-fol'm () of 5'0(3, R) defines a 

left-invariant connection in ~ 5'2. 

Proof: Because of the left in variance of 0 we can just consider a vector field X 

on ~5'2 which is a left-invariant vector field for 5'0(:3, R). Then <p(X)=O if and 

only if X E I.:, and if Y E Ii then ¢( Y) = }', j\lioreover, since 0 is left-invariant 

under the action of 5'0(:3, Il), thcll it is ill\'cll'iant with respect to the action of its 

subgroup H = 5'0(2, Il) ~ S·'. Thereforc (? has the properties (1) and (2) of a 

connection form and it is invariant under the full action of 5'0(3, R). I 

Remarks: 

(1) If we identify g ~ 1~((,'), the subspace /,' corresponds to the horizontal sub

space at the identity. From the left-invariance of the connection and the definition 

of A: it follows that the conllection is invariant under the automorphism a, which 

is an involution of the whole bundle. This will play some role when defining a 

contact structure on 75'2. 

(2) (Structure equations) Let (V, E" E.z) be the ca.nonical basis for so(:3,R) 

such that. V spans the vC'rtical space Ii, illld (E" E2 ) span the horizontal subspace 
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/":. 'We have 

(2.11) 

Setting 

(2.12) 

and using the Maurer-CarLan equation, which expresses the exterior derivative of 

this invariant form as 

dO(X. n = -~O([X, )"]). X, Y E g, 

we obtain the structure equations for the clual basis (4),wI,W2) 

-WI 1\ W2 

dlk'Z = -4> 1\ WI' 

(2.13 ) 

(2.14) 

(2.15 ) 

(3) If the Riemannian metric on 8 2 is the standard one inherited from restricting 

the euclidean metric in R3 to 8 2
, then the invariant connection constructed above 

coincides with the Riemannian connection on the frame bundle of 8 2 (the unique 

connection which leaves the met.ric invariant. and has zero torsion). 

The invariance comes from the left. (and right) invariance of the metric in R3. 

Moreover, since the connection is invariant with respect to the induced involution 

ao on 8 2• a.lso the torsion tCllsor is invariant ullder ao. At the fixed point 0 of the 

involution a we have 

So Tis 0 at one point and t.herefore everywhere. Since the Riemannian connection 

is unique, it must coincide wi th the one constl'llcted above. 

(4) We can give an invariant definit.ion of the I-forms WI, W2 by using the 

Riemannian structure, the lcft-invariance of t.he connection and the isomorphism 

(17r : 11(~'.II) ~ T~.82 between t.he horizontal subspace 11 at (:r, v) and the tangent 
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space to the 2-sphere at :z:. 

At the point 0 we can identify To S2 with the horizontal subspace k. Then El 

and E2 are identified wi th the orthonormal basis el and iel of To S2, where iel IS 

obtained by rotating el by 90° within the tangent plane. 

Then for l E T(o,eIlTt8 2
, u.,',I(o,ed(t) and w21(p.ed(t) are the components of the 

projection (17r(t) relative t.o the orthonormal basis (el, ied, we have for example 

wll(o,ed (l) =< (17r(t),el >. The left invariancc of WI,2 by SI-action allows one to 

define them for all tangent vectors at. 0, which are of the form v = hel for some 

h E 8 1 • The left invariance of the metric under the full group action defines them 

everywhere. Finally we have 

(2.16) 

2.2.3 The Contact Structure and the Legendrian Lifting 

\Ve can now define a contact structure 011 Tt 8 2 and show that there exists a 

1-1 correspondence (up to some trivial symmetries) between curves in R3 with 

nowhere vanishing curvature and Legendrian curves in the contact manifold 'ljS2. 

A contact manifold j\] is all odd-diIllellsiOllCll manifold together with a smooth 

I-form a whose kernel defines a maximally nOll-int.egrable distribution of hyper

planes in T 111. This mealls t.hat. t.here does lIot exist an integral surface for the 

distribut.ion, i.e. a surface which is everywhere tallgent to a given plane of the 

distribution. The measure of the degree of non-integrability is given in terms of 

the exterior derivati ve of the 1- form do, t.he lion-degeneracy condi tion is 

do 1\ a =1= 0 (2.17) 

The canonical example to keep in mind is R3 together with the I-form 

a = eZz - yeZ:\'. The form do 1\ a = d.l' 1\ el!J 1\ d:: is the volume form in R3 and does 

not vanish at any point, therefore t.he kel'llcl of n is a non-degenerate distribution 

of 2-plancs. 
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In fact, all the contact forms looks like the canonical one in an appropriate 

local coordinate system; i.e. all contact manifolds locally look alike: 

Theorem 3 (Darboux) Given a non-degenerale contact form Q' on a (2n + 1)

dimensional manifold, the1'e crisls a sel of local coordinates x = (Xl, ... , xn), 

Y = (YI, ... , Yn) and z, such that Q' can be written locally as 

Q' = dz - !/r/;r. (2.18) 

A di!:itribution of contact planes in T'ljS2 is introduced by means of the I-form 

W2 which, together with WI and (.he connec(.ion form $, forms a basis for T-'liS2 . 

We recall its definition: for!J E T(~.,v)'liS2, drr(y) is its projection onto Tx82. Then 

w:zl(;r,v) (y) =< drr(y), iv > . (2.19) 

The contact planes are the kernel of W2, 

(2.20) 

L(x,v) contains the tangent line to the vertical space, therefore the contact dis

tribution is everywhere transversal to the horizontal distribution defined by the 

Riemannian connection. The non-degeneracy property follows from the first struc

tural equation 

(2.21 ) 

which gives 

(2.22) 

which is non-degenerate since WI !\ W2 is the pull-back of the area form on 52. 

Because W2 is a left-invariant. form 011 TTI S2, the distribution of planes is left

invariant with respect to the action of S'O(:L R). We can also look directly at the 

definition of Wz: < , > is an illvariant. metric, drr commutes with the left (and 

right) action of SO(3,R), t.herefore (Lytwz = Wz, \fg E SO(3,R). 

." 
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We now consider a differentiable curve 1(8) on R3, such that s is its arclength 
d2~ 

parameter and such that its curvature is nowhere vanishing, i.e. ds~ =1= ° at every 

s E [0,271"]. In this case we can define its Frenel. frame (t: ii, b) which satisfies the 

Frenet equa.tions 

dt 
hi = ds 

di'i 
-kt+ Tb = ds 

(2.23) 

db 
-T;7 

d.5 

where k and Tare respectiw'ly the curvat.ure and the torsion of 1(s). The tangent 

vector 1(8) t.o 1(s) describes Cl sllloot.h curve (. on the surface of S2. 'vVe show that 

c has a unique lifting (up to a discrete involut.ion of ~S2) to a curve CL in ~S2 

which is everywhere tangent t.o the contact. distribution. 

Definition 3 A Legendriall CI//'lJC in II conlaclmanifold is a curve which is tangent 

to a given plane of til e con/act distribution at each point. 

Remark: For a 3-dimensional contact manifold, Legendrian curves are the maxi

mal integral manifolds of the distribution. 

The intuitive argument: the idea behind our assertion is very simple. The 

invariant. I-forms (cP, ",",'., W2) were defined first. at. the identity element of SO(3, R), 

then left.-t.ranslat.ed by tht' group action and defined everywhere in ~S2. It is clear 

t.hat the kemel of W2 is give'll by t.he left. t.ranslat.ions of vector fields of the form 

[1 = (/ V + bB •. with SOIlle' {'()('fli('icllts (/ awl h. ({epresenting the clements of the Lie 

algebra 80(:3, R) by skew-symlllct.ric mat.riccs, such vector fields have the following 

form in an appropriat.e basis 

~ ~). 
-Ii ° 

(2.24) 
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'vVe compare the form of U with the form of the matrix entering in the expression 

of the Prenet equations (2.2:1) and conclude that the meaning of these equations 

is that their solution curve in 80(3, R) is Legendrian. On the other hand any 

left-invariant vector field on SO(3, R) of the same form as U defines the Prenet 

equations of a curve with curvature a and torsion -b. Therefore our Legendrian 

lifting of the curve described by t is nothing but the lifting to the Frenet frame of 

the corresponding curve f. 

The formal proof: 

Existence: we define the lifted curve to be c:d8) = (tls),ii(s)) E ~82, where 

- dr/II dtll · I' I !' I - \V I h I ~ n = -, -[ IS tIe UI1lt. norma 0 t Ie cur\"(~ ,. 'e neec to s ow t lat CL IS 
(.S (s 

Legendrian with respect to the contact. st.ructure. I.e. that its tangent vector 

field lies in the distribution of planes. III order t.o compute the tangent vector 

to CL at cds), we work locally in a coorclinate patch U C 8 2 and use the map 

¢ : U x 5'1 ~ 7r- 1(U) to identify 7r-I(U) with the product space U x 8 1 . Then 

there exists a smooth function b : [0, 2rr 1 ~ R, such that 

cds) = (I(8),II(s)), with /'(8) = ciS(s) E Sl. (2.25) 

If aa is the unit tangent vedor field on SI allel /. : R ~ 8 1 is the exponential map 
0' 

. dh d8 (d) d8 a r • r( 0') = eW
, then -d = -Z dr -, = - -;;). Therefore the tangent vector has the 

s ( s ( s ds DO' 

following expression 

dC:L.) _ (df.) db ( ') a ) -(8 - -(8, - 8 -. - . 
d8 ds d,~ GO' 

(2.26) 

'L'I I . dC"J . . Ie seCOllt componellt. 01 ds' IS tangellt. to t.ll<' vertica.l fiber and so is annihilated 

by the project.ion d7r. The ta ligen t vC'c(.or r to til<' curH' satisfies the Prenet equation 

df(s) = /':(s)ii(s) E Ti's)S'2, where k(s) is t.he curvat.ure of 1 at. s. Therefore we 
ds .\ 

have 

(2.27) 
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Since i1i = b, the binormal vector to 1, we obtain 

(2.28) 

This shows that the lifted Cll\'ve (;L is Legendrian. 

uniqueness: suppose that there exists another Legendrian lifting 

(;l(S) = (i(s),v(s)) E ~S'2 such that 11' 0 (;1 = c. Then, v(s) = eiiJ(s)ii(s) for a 

smooth function f3 : [0,211'] -. R, and 

(2.29) 

The tangent vector to (;1 at cd s) is 

dCl (s) = (df(S), (d13 + dO) (s)~) , 
ds ds ds ds 00: 

(2.30) 

so the choice of a different lifting just modifies the vertical component of the tangent 

vector field and d1l' "sees" the same vector, i.e. (17r(dcdds) = d1l'(dcL/ds) = Hi. 

Moreover, since C1 is Legendriatl. we have the equation 

o = w21(t~~) (dl(;l ) = ,,~ < ii, (iii i'li >= /.~ < li( oS). - sin(!J)li + cos((3)ifi >= -k sin(f3), 
." (s 

(2.31 ) 

which is satisfied if (3 = 0 or 11'. Correspondingly we have the two liftings (;L and 

(;1 = (l,-li). 
Remark: (;L and C1 are related by the following involution j : ~S2 -. ~S2, 

j(:z:, v) = (:1', -v) which preserves (.he con(.act s(.ructure. In fact, for t E T(;r.u)~S'2, 

j* w 2 1(x,u) (t) = w21(J"_u) (dj(l)) =< (hrodj(i.), -v >= - < d1l'(t),v >= - w21(x,u) (t). 

Therefore, if t belongs the contact distribut.ioll, so cloes dj(l). 

This involution is the bundle involution induced by the group automorphism a 

discussed in the previous section. In fact. a acts like the map v -. -11 011 t.he 

vertical fiber which is a SUhspclce of the cont.act. planes. 

\\le choose the lifting corrcsponding t.o /J = 0 and call it. the "Frenet lifting" of 

the curve 1 int.o ~S~. 
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On the other hand, if we have a Legendrian curve in ~ 5'2, its velocity field satisfies 

the Frenet equations (2.2:3) for some /..: and T and its projection onto 5'2 can be 

regarded as the unit tangent vector to some arclength parametrized curve ;Y in R3, 

unique up to a translation. We summarize all these observations in the following 

Proposition 2 There ea:isls a left-invariant contact st1'ucture on the frame space 

5'0(3, R) such that the Freud lifting of every curve in R3 with nowhere vanishing 

curvature is a Legendrian curve. Conversely, every Legendrian curve in 5'0(3, R) 

descends to a curve in R3, unique up to rigid motions. 

2.2.4 A Renlark on Legendrian Singularities 

In the Legendrian framework we can state what are the generic singularities of 

the curve described by the unit tangent vector of a space curve. In fact, we can 

conclude tha.t the curve swept out by r is a lI'ave front. 

A wave front is abstractly defined in the following way. Let P be a contact 

manifold which is the total space of a Legendrian fibration (all whose fibers are 

Legendrian submanifolds), let /. he a Lcgelldrian submanifold. The projection of 

L onto the base manifold is called a LegeIldriilIl map and its image the lI'a.ve front. 

of L. 

In our case, the total space is t.he bundle II,5'2 with the contact structure as

sociated to the I-form W2' Clearly the ,"'1- fi bel'S are Legendrian submanifolds, in 

fact they have maximal dilllension (1, in the :3-dimetlsional case) and every ver

tical vector is annihilated by <11[" and thus belongs to the kernel of W2' Therefore 

(~5'2,W2,1[") is a. Legendrian fibration and 1[" a Legendrian map. From this obser

vation and Proposition 2 we can conclude that. 

Corollary 1 The curve described by the ullil tallgent veelor of an U1'c-lenglh 

parametrized curve in R:l i ... Ih, wave FOllt of II Lcgelldrianlllap. 
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p 
Legendre CUIVe zc __ 

1 

z=F(x,q), p=dF /dq 

j/~ 
q 

Figure 2.1, The semicu bie-al CllSP and its generating function 

A singularity of the front is a critical point for the projection 1r. In Arnol'd's 

discussion of Legendre singulCHities. our situation is the simplest one. We have the 

following result (see [ANSO]) 

Proposition 3 The generic sillgularities of planar fronts are 

o semicubic cusps (tflr Lcgcllrlriall CIII'I'( is tangent to the vertical fiber] and 

• points of t,ransvers(/18(~r-illlt.1"seC/iolls (/In LegUldrian curve is branched over 

the singular point] 

Thtse si1lgularitiEs a1'f stabh to slIIal/ dr/orllla/iolls of the Legendrian curve and 

0/ the base mani/old. 

Unlike projections of space curves onto a 2-dimensional plane, whose only generic 

singularities are self-intersections (cusps can be removed by sniall deformat.ions), 

cusps appear generically and are stable singularities of Legendrian maps. To ex

plain the cusp formation (ane! its stability) we can use the fact that locally all 

contact manifolds look the same and take as a representative an example in which 
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the normal form of the singularity is readily computed. Such an example is the 

contact manifold J1(A1, R) of all the I-jets of functions on a manifold M. The I-jet 

of a function f is the "beginning" of its Taylor series: f(x) = z + p(x - q) + .... 
J1(M,R) has coordinates (z,p,q) (z is the value of the function, p its derivative 

at the q E Jl1) and the natural contact structure given by the form dz - pdq.Then, 

the l-graph of a function f, i.e. the set L = {z = f(q),p = ~} is a Legendrian 

submanifold. It is also clear that the fibratioll iT : J1 --t J O, given by the projection 

on the coordinate plane (z,q), is a Legenclrian fibration (since the vectors tangent 

to the vertical fiber belong to the contact planes). 

The classification of the singularities of IT (points where d1r vanishes) is then 

reduced to the study of families of curves in the base manifold (z, q). A family 

of functions on the base manifold z = F(:t:, q), depending on the parameter x, is 

called a genera.ting ftlnct.ioll for the Legendre submanifold L if 

fJF fJF 
L = {( z , ]J, q) I :J :):, s. t. :; = F ( .1' , q) ,p = -fJ '-fJ = o}. 

q x 
(2.32) 

The first two conditions just say that:; = F(:l', q) is the image of L via the Legen

drian projection. The third condition is less intuitive and is related to the stability 

of the family (with respect 1.0 small variatiolls of the parameters). This becomes 

clear in the following physica.l picture: suppose that x parametrizes a curve of point 

light sources in the base manifold (:;, q). Let. F(.z:, q) be the time of propagation of 

the signal from :/: to q. Then the condit.ion for the minimum time of propagation 

of light to be equal to :; is :; = FCr, q), ~I~~ = 0: this defines the front. For a planar 

front with a caustic singularity, the generating family is given by F(x, q) = x 3 +qx, 

which is the front of the Legelldria.n submanifolcl L 

(2.33) 

L is a smooth curve in the (:;, I), q) space, but. its projection has a semi cubical cusp 

at the origin (see fig. 2.1). Observe t.hat slllall pert.urba.tions of the generating 

family will not r(,1110ve the CllSp. which is t.herefore a gelleric singularity. 
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Remark: The time evolution causes the front to move, so its singularities may 

change. Singularities of moving fronts are classified as singularities of fronts one 

dimension higher (time has been added). In the simplest case of planar fronts, 

swallowtails appear in space-time as generic singularities. 

2.2.5 Horizontal Lifting, Natural Curvatures, Gauge Trans
forluation 

In this subsection we look at the horizontal I i fting of the curve c( s) = its) to the 

bundle TJ5 2 • We will rediscover t.he natural curvatures introduced in [LP91] and 

we will give a geometric int.erpret.ation of the gauge transformation which relates 

lEvI and the cubic NLS alld which is described ill chapter 4 (section 4.2). 

Given the ctlJ've c(s) = 1(8) in 52, we define the unique horizontal lifting 

Co = U:u) with ii'(0) = ir(O) (so that, the Frenet lifting and Co agree at s = 0). Its 

construction is very similar to the one of the Legendrian lifting. In a local patch, 

ii'(s) can be written asu(8) = ei(!3(s)+~(s)) for a smooth real function ;3(s); here 

CL = (t~ eiS) is the Frend lifting. The tangent vector field of Co is 

dco _ (1.- (#1 db) 0) -- 11.11., -+- - , 
d8 d.s (L~ oC\' 

where ,~ is, as before, the unit tangent. vector to the vertical fiber 51. 
uG 

(2.34 ) 

Then Co is horizont.al (i.e. it. lies in t.he horizontal distribution) if and only if 
df3 db 
d8 d8' 

d8 
In the remark following LCIlIIllCl I of sectioll 2.2.6 we wiIl show that - = T. We 

ds 
then obt.ain (t.aking count. of t.he initial condit.ion) 

d(s) = - L' T(lI)dll. (2.35 ) 

The corresponding horizontal liftillg is givell by 

(2.36) 



It defines a new orthonormal framing of the curve 

fi r r ~ cos(io ul'll)i'i - sin(io Tdu)b 

r r ~ 
sin(io Tdu )i'i + cos(io Tdu lb. 
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(2.37) 

(2.38) 

This is the "natural frame" defined in [LP9l] (see [Bis75] for some history and 

discussion); it is indeed "natural" in the sense that it corresponds to the lifting of 

a pa.rallel vector field alollg f( s) to the orthonormal frame bundle with its canonical 

connection. The natural frame varies along t.he curve according to the following 

system of linear equations 

d[ 

ds 
(ht 
ds 
dv 
ds 

/': cos(l
s 

TelU)lt + /,~ sin(1
s 

ul'll)'v 

-/,~ cos(1' Tdu)[ 

-k sin(l' nlll)t 

(2.39) 

Correspondingly, the components of the projection of the vector field tangent to 

the horizontal lifting with respect tOll and u are called the "natural curvatures", 

wIle (dlcD
) =< ki'i,cos( t nlu)i'i-sin( r ulu)ii'i>= kcos( f'Tel'll) 

o (s io iu io 
wzl- (ilcO

) =< "'Ti, cos( (' Tdu)iii + sin( f' Tdu)i'i >= ksin( r ui'll). 
Co C s io io io 

Now we can interpret the gauge transformation which relates HM and NLS in 

a geomet.ric way: the procedmc described abo\'c defines a map from curves in 52 

to curves in the complex planc 

(2.40) 

The real and imaginary cOlllPonent of the complex function 7j) are the components 

of the projection of the horizontal vector field onto Tt1s )52 • If [satisfies the Heisen

berg Model equation, thell t.he COlllpieX fUllct.ion 1/'(") = /':(s)(/fo' Ttlu is a solution 

of the cubic non-linear Scilrcidillg('r equat.ioll. 
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Thus, for frozen t the gauge transformatioll is the composition of the parallel

transport of a vector V'(O) along the curve r with the projection of the tangent 

vector field onto the tangent space to 8 2 • 

Remarks: 

(a) If we decide to parallel transport a difl'erent vector (there is a whole circle 

of choices) the change is reflected in a constallt phase factor. The corresponding 

complex function is of the forlll 1/' = h:C i fo' Tdll+i(io for some real constant /30, which' 

is still a solution of NLS. So, ma.king a particular choice means Cjuotienting out the 

phase symmetry of the NLS solution. 

(b) A "natural franw" (a choice of a parallel vector field) is always defined, 

even when the curvatlll'e /.:( oS) vanishes, unlike the Frenet frame. In fact, once the 

initial vector nO) is chosen, its para.llellifting is unique. 

VVe notice that while the Frenet lifting of a closed curve is always closed, the 

horizontal lifting need not be. Its holonomy is the element of the fibre ,5'1 which 

takes the initial value of the lifted curve to its value at 8 = 271". We have 

hol(\) = (J § rd". (2,41) 

Therefore the condition for il closed lifting (or for trivial holonomy) IS that the 

torsion IllUst be quant.ized, 

f TrIll = 271"j for j E Z. (2,42) 

Observe that all the closed IiI' Lings of parallel v('dors along a solution of HM 

correspond to periodic solutions of the N LS equation, since 4,(271") =l/J(O)e i § Td,,; 

a general lifting corresponds instead to a quasi-perioclic solution. In particular, if 

the clll've .:y itself lives on a. sphere of radius 1', its total torsion vanishes [Car76] 

and therefore it has a perioclic "natural framc". 
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2.2.6 Conlparison between the HM and NLS Phase Spaces 

We have seen that the horizontal lifting of a closed curve in 8 2 to 7j82 is a map 

from the circle into 7j82 which is "not quite" closed, and that the failure to be 

closed is measured in terms of the total torsion of the corresponding curve in R3. 

Since the HM flow leaves the total torsion invariant, we restrict our attention to one 

of the spaces £(82h = {f: 8\ ~ 8 2 I f rdu = 27rk}. In this case every horizontal 

lifting is a loop in 80(3, R) and the corresponding complex-valued function 'Ij; is 

periodic. 

We need some notation. Let £(80(3, R)) be the loop space of the group 80(3, R); 

let £0(80(3, R)) be the set of all loops horizontal with respect to the direct vector 

space decomposition so(3, R) = II EEl Ii: defined in the previous sections, and let 

\]I = {1p : 8 1 ~ C} be thc space of periodic complex-valued functions. Moreover, 

since the lifting is defined lip to t.he choice of an initial unit. tangent vector, we 

introduce the quotient. space III 1.')1. In what follows we explain the diagram 

£,,(80(:3, R))!!2. \]I 

iN} 1 rr 

where the maps HI and H2 are defined as follows: 

(1) In a local product representation 

is the horizontal lifting of the curve described by r 
(2) For every element. 0 E £0(80(:3, R)) 

H 2 (O) = u..'\ 0 - + 1Ik'2 0 -. . ( _\ dO) . (_\ dO) 
(fe, cis 

(2.43 ) 

(2.44) 

is the cOlllplex funct.ion built out. of t.lw component.s of the left invariant tangent 

field of 0 with respect t.o t.he basis (EI' E''l) of t.he horizontal subspace k. 
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Firstly, we compute the differential of d'Hl and show that the natural Poisson 

structure on £(50(3, R)) induces a Poisson structure on £(52 ) which is compatible 

with the Marsden-Weinstein bracket. 

Secondly, we compute the differential of the composed map 7r 0 'H = 7r 0 'H2 o 'HI 

following a procedure contained in [LP91], where a compact expression is given for 

the differential of the I-Iasimoto map. We will show that d'H can be expressed 

in terms the second symplectic opera.tor for the NLS equation, which is now 

interpreted as coming from the natura.! Poisson structure on the loop space of 

£(50(3, R)). As a consequence we recover that the gauge transformation (the 

map 'H) sends the Marsden-Weinstein Poisson structure for I-IM into the second 

Poisson structure for NLS, and that there is a corresponding shift in the hierarchy 

of hamiltonian vector fields. 

\Ve recall a. few facts about Poisson brackets. 

Definition 4 A Poisson b/'ockd Oil I/. II/olli/old 1\1 is a bilinear skew-symmetric 

operation which endows the space 0/ smooth fllllctions on !II with a Lie algebra 

structure; i. e. it is a bilincflrmap 

(2,45) 

which possesses the following p/'Opcr/ if8: 

(i) {f,g} = -{g,f} (Sf..:ew symmetry) 

(ii) {f,gh} = gU, h} + {f,g} (Lcibnit:: rule) 

(iii) {f, {g, II}} + {h, {f, g}} + {g, {h,.n} (Jacobi Identity). 

If there is an inner product. < , >111 on each tangent space TmN1, (i.e. j\1 is 

a R.ielllannian manifold) t.hcn a sk('w-synlllldric linear opera.tor J(m) on tangent 

vector fields induces a skCW-sYllllllet,ric bilinear llHlp in the following way 

{f,g}(III) =< ./\'f, \'.11 > (111). 111 E M. (2.46) 
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(condition (ii) is then automatically satisfied). 

Remark: If the operator J is associated with a non-degenerate Poisson bracket 

defined as in (2.46), then it induces a symplectic structure on M (condition (iii) 

is equivalent to the closure of the 2-forl11 < J. , ». 

Examples: 

(a) On £(S2) we introduced the Marsden-vVeinstein Poisson structure associated 

with the operator 

(2.47) 

and wit.h the inner product 

v ). i"\ 1 12
" " ()d < .... ,. >L(S2) (/., =:) < X,}, > s s 

_IT 0 
(2.48) 

« X,}I' > is the scalar product in H3 ). 

(b) On D = £(SO(:3, H)) we can define a natural Poisson bracket (see [Pre82]). 

Let L(D) ~ Map(Sl,H) 0 50(:3, H) be the Lie algebra of D. Then, for X, Y in 

L(D), we introduce the bilinear form 

"( \' ).) 1 12
;r dX}. I /:J .',' = - < -,-, / > (S, 

2IT 0 (5 
(2.49) 

where < X, Y >= 4T1'(XY) is the standard inner product on so(3, R). Integration 

by parts shows that S( , ) is a skew-symmetric form. The Leibnitz rule follows 

directly from the fact that J = Id is a derivation. We need to check the Jacobi 
(5 

identity. To this end, we verify that the 2-fol'l1l S is closed. We compute 

dS'(X, Y. Z) x' ,':"(Y, Z) + Y . S'(Z, X) + Z· S(X, Y) 

S'([X. Yj. /:) - 8([/;" X], Y) - S([Y, Z], X). (2.50) 

Since the form is left-invariant, its derivative in the direction of any left-invariant 

vector-field vanishes. and we are left with 

1'"'( \' F Z) 1 12
;r ( },'I ['/ \'] \'1 [}" Z] ZI [V l/] )' (:J . ,1, = :) <, /~,. > + <. , "> + < , ./\.,.I > (s. 

_IT 0 

(2.51) 
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We now use the left-invariance of the inner product on so(3, R) to write 

< Y',[Z,X] > = < Y,[Z,X] >'- < Y,[Z',X] > - < Y,[Z,X'] > (2.52) 

< }", [Z,X] >' - < Z', [X, Y] > - < X',[Y, Z] > . 

Inserting this relation into equation (2 .. 51) we find that dS = O. 

The second Poisson structure for HM: given the map 'HI, we compute the 

pull- back of the natural Poisson structure on £( SO( 3, R)) to £( S2). In order to 

do that we need to understand how the action of the differential d'HI carries vector 

fields on £(52 ) to vector fields on £(80(3, R)). 

Remark: In general, if .r : J\] -t N is a. smooth map, then an explicit formula for 

its differentia'! can be obtained fr0111 the definition of a tangent vector field as a 

directional derivative along a curve. 

Let 9 : N -t R be a function on N, then go f : M -t R is a function on M. 

A vector field \/ E TM acts Oil it ami gives the number \/[90 f] (the directional 

derivative of 9 0 f along Il). Then the differential of f is defined by the following 

expression: 

(~t'( V)[g] = \/[[) 0 fl. (2.53) 

In order to compute the difl'erential of 'HI we need to derive some variational 

formulas. 

Lemma 1 Consider a family of spherical curves l(w, s) : (-t, t) x 51 -t 52 rep

resenting the unit tangent vectors of a fall/.ily of space curves ,( w, s). Let k and r 

be lhe curvature and lorsion of '",/,( 0, s). If W = elt; dwl is the variation vector 
(O,s) • 

field alollg the curve r (belonging to T tlo ,8)S2 at each s E 51), then the variation of 

I.: and r along IV are 

1-1/(/':) d II' ~ < -'/,'/1 > 
d8 

(2. 54} 

W(r) d ( ~ ) ~ 
d.':i < \7,7W,b > + I,' < W,b > (2.55) 
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Proof: Let V =.;11 = /,:n be the velocity field of the curve f. V commutes 
s (a,s) . 

with the variation W, i.e. 

0= [W,V] == Vw(/nl') - VkrrW = W(I.:)i'i + kVwn - kViiW. (2.56) 

Therefore, 

(2.57) 

anc! 
_ W(I.:)_ 

[W.n] = --I.:-n. (2.58) 

Now we observe that 1.: 2 =< !.:ii,!.:ii >: we difFerentiate this expression in the 

direction of IV, use the COllllllll tat ion relatioll (:2.56) and obtain 

In summary, 

W(I.:) = I.. < V"W, i7 > 

[W, ii] = - < V"W, ii > ii 

V'lFii \7"I,j/ - < \7"W, II' >11' =< V'"W, b > b. 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61 ) 

As for W( r) we write r2 =< rb, rb >, where Tb = V' k"ii. Using the chain rule and 

formula (2 .. 56) we compute 

2rW(T) = :2T < '1\v(V'kt,ii), b > 

:2T < (''''k,,'11I' + '1(11'.10,] + R(W,I.:n)) ii,b>. (2.62) 

We have used equation 

(2.63) 

where R(X, Y) is the Riemann curvature tensol'. For the unit sphere (which has 

constant. sectional Cl\l'vatl\\'c equal to I) J?(X. ).,) has the form 



R(X, Y)Z =< Z, Y > X - < Z, x > Y. Therefore, 

W(r) (2~3) < \7kr1\7wii + kW - < ii, W > bi, b > 

(2~1) < \7kr1 « \7,rW,b> b) ,b> +k < W,b> 

= 

= 
d ~ ~ 
-[ < \7,rW,b> +,,: < W,b>. 
(8 
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(2.64) 

• 
Remark: In our situation ii represents a point. in the vertical fiber over fin ~5)2. 

As has been discussed in section 2.2.:3, in a local representation we can identify i'i 

with an element ei(J of 8\ for a smooth real function (J. Then, the action of the 

vector field W on ii can be written as \711'17 ~ W(f3) ._a , where {Ja is the unit ao: 0: 

tangent vector field alollg t.he vertical fiber. We can compare this expression with 

formula (2.61) and observe t.hat b is a unit vector tangent to the fiber at n. Then b 
can be identified with aa and we deduce that H/(/3) =< \7iiW, b >. In particular, 

0: 

if W = V = /":i'i, the velocity field of the curve, we have \1(,8) = ld ,8 = To 
CS 

N ext we construct the pull- back of the nat. ural Poisson struct lire on £( 8 O( 3, R) ) 

to £(82
). It is defined through the following pulled-back 2-form 

(2.65) 

\\'e now write the explicit expression of t.he differential dH\; we abuse the notation 

slight.ly and work again ill a local product represellt.ation, then 

We use the defini tion (2.5:3) (the functioll !1 is la.kell to be the components HI ([) 

in the product representatioll) and the remark at the end of Lemma 1 to compute 



(w,(-IV(i
S 

T)+W(!1));-;a) 

= (W, (- is W(T)+ < "Vwi'i, b » :a) (2.66) 

( ~ is ~ ~ f) ) W,(- < \l"W,b> - k < W,b> du+ < "Vwn,b»f)a 

= ( w, (- is I.: < w, b> ciu + c) :a) 

with c a constant of integration. Then the pull-back of 5 to T £(52 ) has the 

following expression 

n(v, W) = 1 12
" ( dV ~ is ~) ? < -I ' ' W > +1.: < v, b > k < W, b > ciu ds 

~7r 0 u; 

1 j'2" d\/ ~is ~ - < -'-, - H !.: < V,b > ciu, IV> cis. 
27r 0 dij 

(2.67) 

\,ye have shown that n is a second Poisson st.ructure on T £( 52) associated with 

the following operator: 

LAV) = \lki!\/ -1.:'[; [1: k < \l, b > ciu + c] . 

R k ciW I' I I ~ I' I b d' I einar : -[- laS m genera a component a ong l, w 1JC 1 we su tracte m t 1e 
(s 

. . dW ellV ~ _ ~ d ~ .. 
expressIOn of the Imear opera.tor (-[-- < -,-, t > t = (t x -1 )( t x W) IS stilI 

(8 (8 (S 

a skew-symmetric operator), Equivalently, in the loop space of 50(3, R), the 

operator lci takes a horizontal vector field to a vector field which has in general a 
(8 

vertical component. The Poisson bracket is on the other hand well-defined on the 

restriction of £(50(:3, R)) t.o horizontcllloops, ill fact expression (2.67) shows that 
ellV 

the compollent of ds ill the direction of r is allnihilated when taking the inner 

product with a. vector field t.angent (.0 t.he sphere. 

The const.ant of integl'iltion (' can be chosen so t.hat Lr is a. skew-symmetric 

operator. Let.ting PI1'(.s) be allY primitive of I.: < W, b >, the correct choice is 
1 

c = 2'(P(O) + P(27r)), corresponding to the operator 

1 (j" j'S) Lt~V)=Vk'7V-0kb '+ '_ 1.·<V,b>du. 
~ 0 2. 

(2.68) 
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In fact, let I(W) = ~h:b (loS + 1:) k < w, & > duo We just need to check that 

1 is a skew-symmetric operator with respect to the inner product on T £( S2). 

Integration by parts gives 

_,)1 r
2rr 

<V,/(W» ds=_l rrrh:<V,b> (f'+ rS)k<W,b> duds 
~1r Jo 27r Jo Jo J2rr 

_,)1 Pv{s) (f' + f') h: < W,b> dul2rr _ ~ r
2rr 

k < W,b> Pv(s)ds 
~7r Jo J2rr 0 27r Jo 

= i- r
2rr 

k < W,b> (Pv(27r)+Pv(0))ds - i- r
2rr 

k < W,b> Pv{s)ds 
~7r Jo ~7r Jo 

_ .. ,1 r
2rr 

k < W,b> (rS + f') h: < \1,&> du = --i- r
2rr 

< I(V), W > ds 
.!.7r Jo Jo J2rr L.7r Jo 

In order to understand the relation betweell the two Poisson operators Jt and 

L t , we observe that we can rewrite the right-hand side of the Heisenberg Model 

equation with respect to t\\'o different hamiltollian decompositions. In fact, let 

Vo = 
;./21 at - .- -
T" x T . t - - iJt - kb-
(s- ~ I s~ t _ I x - = - T t - . 

qt. # as 
,)s ds 

a-2 -. I 2- _ -

Vi = ~2 = -h: I + /':sll + h:Tb uS 

(2.69) 

(2.70) 

be the gradients of the first t.wo conserved quantities (see [FASO] for a derivation of 

the generating function of t.he conservation law by means of the inverse scattering 

transform) 

10 
1 2rr q2f X ~)t. r 1 2rr _ r cis. ~ cls~ (L~ = _ r Tds 

2if Jo Cit • Cit 27r Jo a.c; ,'7/,0; 

Then we can write the evolutioll equation as 

elf 
ell 

(2.71 ) 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

In other words, the operators .1( (wd /\( = (.1 . L . J)r have a hamiltonian vector 

field in cOl11l11on. In Appendix A. Wt' check that Jr and Xr are compatible Poisson 
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operators in the sense desrri bed by Magri [rvlag78] (i.e. J + Kr defines a Poisson 

bracket). As a consequence, Jr and Hr have in common an infinite sequence of 

hamiltonian vector fields {Jr Vk} which are associated with an infinite family of 

conservation laws. We summarize this discussion in the following 

Proposition 4 The Poisson operator 

KrF = \l kr1V + ~":i'i. ( r + r) < V, hi> dll, 
2 Jo J21r 

(2.75) 

and the Marsden- Weinstein Poisson operator define a bihamiltonian structure for 

the HlIl equation. The corresponding recursio/l operator 

(2.76) 

generates the hierarchy of commuting hamiltonian vector fields 

(2.77) 

The relation with NLS: next we comput.e the differential of the map 7l' 0 1-{ 

and show its relation to t.he second Poisson structure for NLS. We first recall the 

following results which can be found in [IVlag7S] and [PASO]: 

Theorem 4 There ea:ist two compatible sympleelic operators for the periodic N LS 

equation: 

with respect to the inner pl'oduct 

(2.78) 

(2.79) 

(2.S0) 

The associated recllrsioll opU'atol' i'l = J~·,!,.J-I gCl/emtes the following infinite hi-

em I'cll!J of Poisso /I st I'U ct U /'( .', 

{f,g}" =< i?/l.J\lf, \lg >, /,g E \v. (2.S1 ) 
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Using once more the chain rule and the variational formulas for k and T, we 

compute the differential of 1t and obtain 

d1t(W) = W(h:)eirTdlL + ik (IS W(T)du) eirTdu (2.82) 

( 
dW dW - ) r I' -< ds ' ii > +i < cis' b > e' Tdu + i1P < W, kb > du + ic1jJ 

c is a constant of integration, and since the kernel of d7r contains vector fields of 

the form c1jJ, we can write equivalently 

( 
dW dW - ) 'f' i (loS is) -ci1t(W) = < -Z-, ii > +i < -l-' b > e' Tllu + -::;1P + < W, kb > duo 
e s ( s ~ 0 211" 

(2.83) 

Vve write H1 = 911 + h.-von the basis of the natural frames and introduce the 

complex vector field ,,(1+') = g + ih. Using t.he evolution equation (2.39) for the 

components of the natured frame, we can rewrit.e t.he above expression as 

(2.84) 

The right-hand side is nothing but the second Poisson operator for the NLS equa

tion f(", acting on the tangent vector'l( W); we can then write the following formula 

for the differential of II = IT 0 1t: 

(2.85) 

This expression contains two pieces of information. On one hand, given our previ

ous discussion about the origin of the second Poisson structure for HM, we find a 

connection between the second Poisson st.nl<;ture for N LS and the natural Poisson 

bracket on £(50(3, R)). rVloreover. with a few more steps we can show that (2.85) 

realizes the known fact. t.hat t.here is a shift in Poisson structures between HI'vI and 

NLS (see for example [Ft\80J). 

\Ve check that h is a Poisson ll1ap and carries the lVlarsden- Weinstein Poisson 

bracket illto the second one for NLS. Two fonllllias are needed (their derivation is 



a one line computation, in a similar context see [LP9l]: 

TJ 0 J 0 l( j, 
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(2.86) 

(2.87) 

where • indicates the adjoint with respect (,0 the inner product. The shift in 

Poisson structures (see (2.8l)) is shown by the following computation: 

let j, 9 E \fJ /51
, then 

{f 0 h, go h}(l) =< J'VU 0 h), \1(g 0 h) > (i) 

< Jdh*\1/,dh*'Vg > (h(tl) 

< dh.Jdh"'V/, \1g > (h(f)) 

< drr 0 kr/lJ¢* 0 k" 0 drr"'Vf, \1g > (h(l)) 

< kj k"drr"'Vf, d7r"'Vg > (h(l)) 

< k?'VU 0 rr), 'V(g 0 rr) > (H(tl) 

{fo7f,gorrh('H(l)) = {f,gh(h(t)). 

(2.88) 

(:2.89 ) 

Thus, we can view NLS and I-Uvl as the same hamiltonian system, but with respect 

to two difFerent Poisson structures which belollg to the same hierarchy. 

2.2.7 Invariants of Legendrian Curves 

An invariant of a Legendrian curve is an integer-valued function whose value 

does not change if the curve moves staying Legendrian. 

The Legendrian lifting:; of t.he curve r E 8 2 remain Legendrian during the 

time evolution. Therefore any of their illvariants is preserved in time until the 

projectioll of the Legendriall curve OlltO tht' base manifold acquires a singularity. 

As a cOllsequence, a Legelldriall illvariant 01',1 lifting of f to ~ 8 2 is an invariant of 

the corresponding curve ill {fl. 
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Next we compute the l'vlaslov index of the Frenet lifting of f. We will define 

it and place it in a more general context while we compute it for the special case 

that interests us. 

Let us consider the manifold Tt82 ~ 80(3, R), together with its tangent vector 

fields (E1,E2 , V) and the associated dual basis of I-forms (Wl,W2,</J) introduced in 

Section (2.2). The structure equations (2.14),(2.15) guarantee that each element 

of the dual basis defines a con tact structure on Tt 8 2 . 

The contact distribution of 2-planes associated with W2 is given at each point by 

B1 = span{(E1, V)}. Then (BI,dw2) is a symplectic vector bundle of rank 2, i.e. 

a vector bundle B1 -+ Tt 8 2 together with a symplectic form on each fiber, which 

varies dif[erentiably with the base point. 

Let now c be a Legendrian curve, and let c' be its unit tangent vector field. Then 

LI = sJw.n{c'} is a Lagrangian subbunclle of /311., (it is of maximal dimension 1 

and thercf'ore the symplectic form dW2 vanishes on it). The subspace generated by 

E1 defines another Lagrangian subbundle La = span{Edlc' 

Given two Lagrangian subbundles La, LI of a symplectic vector bundle (Jl1, E,w), 

we associate an invariant class and an integer in the following way (see [YaiS7]): 

Let. J be a complex structlll'C on E which induces a positive metric 

g(X, Y) = w(JX, Y). Then, in a local trivializaLion U c M of the bundles La, L1 , 

we can define two fields of unitary frames 

. " - _1_ (U 'J ,,, ) 0 1 
Ill.' - M eli - /. Cli ' (/ = , 

v 2 
(2.90) 

where {ek} is an orthonormal basis of L", a = 0, 1 with respect to g. Then the two 

subbundles are related through their unitary frames 

(2.91) 

with Au a unitary mat.rix. Taking a covering {U} of !Ii, since a change of 01'

I.hono1'111al bases is realized by multiplication by an ort.honormal matrix, we obtain 
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a total mapping A(Lo,Lt) M -t U(n)/O(n). The mapping A(Lo,L1 ) has the 

following invariant 

(2.92) 

(Det 2 is the square of the determinant, well defined since orthogonal matrices have 

determinant ±1). The degree of the map ¢(Lo, Lt) associates an invariant to any 

closed curve in M, we state the following result (for the proof see [Vai87]): 

Proposition 5 The Maslov class of (La, L I ) 

• ( dz ) I ) n~(Lo, Ltl = ¢ (La, Ltl 27riz E H (M, R , (2.93) 

and the Mas/ov index of a C'UTve c : 8 1 
-t M 

(2.94) 

are 1'espective/y an integral cohomology class and an integer number independent 

of the complex structure J. 

Back to our example: here the Lagrangian submanifolds are defined by the Legen

drian curve c, therefore its l'vlaslov index will be an integral invariant of the curve 

itself. On Bl we define the complex struct.ure 

(2.95) 

Then dW2( J., .) defines a positive metric on B I , (it can be checked directly using the 

expression dW2 = -¢ 1\ WI). The orthollormal bases for La and Ll are the vectors 

c' = cOS(O)E1 + sin(O)\I and E1 respect.ively. Then Jc' = - sin(O)El + cos(O)V, 

u 1 = ,fi(E1 - iV) and 

(2.96) 

Therefore, the Maslov index of the curve c is twice the rotation number of the 

angle O. For the Frenet lifting cf = (T: in, with ld Cf = (I.:n, Taa ), we obtain 
( 8 C\' 



k + iT 
eiO = Twice its degree is the Maslov index of Cj: 

Vk 2 + T2 

l
211" d 

m(cj) = 2 -d arctan(T/k)dx. 
o x 
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(2.97) 

Remark: We observe that the Maslov index is twice the total geodesic curvature 

of the spherical curve described by the normal vector ii, which is now seen to be a 

Legendrian invariant. 

Similarly, we can compute the Maslov index of a closed horizontal lifting 

Co = (t, e-if Tdu1'i) of a curve with f Tdu = 2-rrk. An analogous computation (the 

symplectic vector bundle is now span{ (E., E2 )}), shows that that the Maslov index 

of Co is twice the total torsion 

(2.98) 

and that the quantization of the Maslov index coincides with the condition for the 

lifting to he closed. In summary, 

Proposition 6 The lvlaslou inde:z: of a closed Legendrian curve in the contact 

manifold (Tj 52, W2) is twice the total geode.sic C'll.rVahll'e of the unit normal of the 

cOl'responding c'll1've in R3. 

The Maslov index of a closed Legend/'iau curve in the contact manifold (Tj52 ,wt} 

is twice the total torsion of the associated curve in R3. 

Both are invariants of the curve in R3 and are preserved by the HM flow. In partic

ular, lhe lotal tOl'sion is prese/'ued for all limes, while the lotal geodesic curvatUl'e 

is locally preserved since /.: ca/1 vanish during the evolulion. 
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Chapter 3 Construction of N-phase Curves 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we consider the class of lV-phase solutions of the HM. 

From the point of view of the integrable theory they are the analogues of the 

N-solitons in the case of quasi-periodic boundary conditions. They are dense iri the 

space of all periodic potentials; they lie on low-dimensional sets which topologically 

are lV-tori in function space and which foliate the phase space in a way similar to 

a finite-dimensional integrable system. Moreover formulae for N-phase solutions 

can be constructed explicitly. 

The corresponding curves are also interesting from a geometric point of view. 

They are critical points of the geometric invariants J~rr T, J~rr 1..:2,J~rr PT, ... ,and 

they promise to be rather special curves. In the trivial case of I-phase curves, we 

have planar circles. The next case is mllch more interesting: the critical points of 

the total squared curvature are the elastic curves. The closed elastica in R3 have 

been classified by [L884], who showed that they lie on tori of revolution and belong 

to the class of torus knots. The evolution of an elastic curve under the filament 

flow is trivial: it is the composition of a rigid translation and a slide motion along 

itself (which therefore cloes not change the knot. type). 

In the next section we construct a large family of quasi-periodic solutions of 

lIM and the corresponding cUl'ves using meLhods of algebraic geometry. We find 

the construction itself interesting. since it gives another way to interpret the gauge 

transformation between the HIVI and the N LS equation. 

The chapter is structured in the following way: section (3.2) deals with the 

construction of N-phase curves. We start with deriving the expression of the posi

tion vector in terms of the eigenfunction of the associated linear problem (section 

(3.2.1)). Section (3.2.2) reviews a method of construction of the eigenfunction 
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which uses Riemann surface techniques. Section (3.2.3) discusses the normaliza

tion of the eigenfunction. Section (3.2.4) constructs the N -phase curves. 

In the second part of this chapter we discuss the role of the squared eigenfunc

tions. Section (3.3) relates the squared eigenfunctions to the Frenet frame of the 

curve. We also construct an infinite hierarchy of commuting flows, and write down 

the generating function for the conserved quantities. 

3.2 N-Phase Curves 

We will be working with matrices rather than vectors. The unit tangent vector 

(iI, t2, t3f is represented by the hermitia.n matrix 

8=( t3. t1 -it 2 ), S2=Id. 
t1 + li2 -t3 

(3.1 ) 

Then the HM is rewritten in the following form 

(3.2) 

Equation (3.2) is the compatibility condition of the following pair of linear systems 

of 
o;r 

of 
ot 

(3.3) 

oc,' 
( .J' \ 2 c,' - \~ C,')F-: ~lll._ '::l '- , 

uX 
(3.4) 

where F is an auxiliary complex-valued vector function and ,\ is the spectral pa-

rameter. 

3.2.1 The Reconstruction of the Curve. 

Instead of taking the anti-derivative of t.he t.angent. vector, we derive a formula 

for the position vector of the curve in term!:i of the eigenfunction of the associated 

lineal' problem. In the context of N-pha!:ic wlutiolls, this provides one with a very 

direct way to obtain the curve. A similar formula. (involving the NLS eigenfunction) 

can be founel in [A.S88]. 



We start with the following result: 

Proposition 7 The solution of the linear problem 

aft = i)"SF ax 
is analytic in ).. E C for an analytic initial condition F(x = 0). 
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(3.5) 

The conclusion follows from standard ODE theory. Below we write a proof 

which makes use of the boundedness of the ma.trix S. 

Proof: Given the analytic initial data F(O) = L~o F?) .. i we construct the solu

tion of the following sequence of coupled linear systems using Picard's iteration, 

dCh 
(LI" 

C-: - p,7(0) 
TO - 0 

-: ~(O) GdO) = 1 k , k=1,2, .... 

The outcome is the following formal series for the solution F of (3.5), 

with 

S is bounded in norm, for example in the fI-norm 

For IISlh ~ C, C some positive constant, we ha.ve 

and 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

( 3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10 ) 

(3.11) 
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which shows the convergence of the formal series and thus the analyticity of the 

eigenfunction. 

I 

Let <I> be the fundamental solution matrix of (3.5); because it is analytic with 

respect to the eigenvalue parameter, we can differentiate both sides of the linear 

system with respect to >. and evaluate them at >. = 0, obtaining the following 

formula for S: 

" ,f)f)<PI "1- 1 
::. = -I~ .::J\ ~ ,\=0' 

v:l· VA .\=0 

(3.12) 

This expreSSIOn IS a perfect derivative since the eigenfunction at >. = 0 is 

constant in x and t, so we can integrate it with respect to x and obtain the 

hermitian matrix r which represents the position vector of the curve, 

r~ JX S(s)ds = -i ~~I <I>1~~0· 
.\=0 

(3.13) 

We have just discovered that both the position vector of the curve and its 

tangent vector can be expressed in terms of the eigenfunction matrix of the asso

ciated linear problem and its a:-derivative. In the next section we construct the 

fundamental solution of the linear system for the Heisenberg Model in the space 

of quasi-periodic functions. We follow a construction by Krichever which uses 

methods of algebraic geometry. 

3.2.2 The Baker-Akhiezer Function 

Quasi-periodic solutions are associated to a set of dat.a on a Riemann surface. 

We start with a hyperelliptic Riemann surface ~ of genus g described by the 

equation 
29+2 

i/ = IT (A - ,\;). (3.14) 
i=1 

'-IVe mark the two points 00+,00_, which are permuted by the involution r(>., y) = 

(>', -y) exchanging the two sheets. 
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We also choose a set of 9 + 1 distinct points D = {PI, ... Pg+d placed in a generic 

position (a non-special divisor) and not containing oo±. 

Let ).(P) : E -t CU {oo} be the hyperelliptic projection to the Riemann sphere; 

it can also be seen as one of the meromorphic functions on E whose pole divisor is 

00+ + 00_. In neighborhoods of oo± we choose the local parameters k± such that 

(3.15) 

at oo± respectively. 

The main idea of Krichever is to construct a function 'IN).) on E which is 

uniquely defined by a prescribed behavior at its singularities and which turns out 

a posteriori to solve to a pail' of commuting lineal' systems. The compatibility 

condition, i.e. the zero curvature representation of these two linear operators will 

be a completely integrable non-linear equation for the coefficients. So, the con

struction of such a function provides one both with the non-linear equation, an 

initial condition and its solution. 

Definition 5 A Baker-Akhie::er junction associated to (E, D, oo±) zs a function 

'Ip().) which: 

• is meromo'/'phic everywhere e:z:cep/ at oo± and whose poles on E\ {oo±} al'e 

contained in D, 

• has an essential sin,gu/arit.y al oo± which locally is of the form 

INI.:) "" conslexp(p(I.·)), with p(/.:) ([1/ arbitrary polynomial with comple:r co

efficients. 

For our purposes, we reca.ll the followiug result ([Kri77]), 

Proposition 8 Suppose that. the followillg tech nical condition holds: 

Condition A: The divisor PI + ... + Pg+1 - 00+ - 00_ is not linearly equivalent. 

to a positive divisor. 
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Then, if p(k) = ikx + Q(k)t, and x and t are complex parameters with lxi, It I 
sufficiently small and Q(k) is a given polynomial, the linear vector space of Baker

Akhiezer functions associated to (~, 1), k±) is 2-dimensional and it has a unique 

basis 'ljJ1, 1j;2 with the following n01'1nalized e:z:pansion at oo±: 

(3.16) 

with (J+ = 1, (J- = 0, (6+ = 0, (5- = 1. 

Remarks: 

We make two remarks before proving the proposition. 

1) For a non-special divisor of degree d (a formal integer linear combination of 

points on ~ counted with multiplicity) the Riemann-Roch formula (see for example 

[GI-I78] for the proof), states that the dimension 11°(1)) of the linear space of 

meromorphic functions on ~ whose pole divisor lies in 1) is 

110(1)) _ { 1, 
. - d-g+l, 

d ::; g, 
d> g. 

(3.17) 

2) Condition A means that there exists no non-constant meromorphic function 

with pole divisor PI + ... + [1!J+1 which vanishes simultaneously at 00+ and at 

Proof: 

(1) Uniqueness: Suppose there are two functions WI and W2 which satisfy 

the prescription; then their ratio \{J 1 / \V 2 is (\ Illeromorphic function (the essential 

singularities mutually cancel) whose poles are contained in the zero divisor of W2. 

The condition of "non-speciality" assures that the dimension of.' the space of such 

functions is 2(= 9 + 1 - 9 + 1, according to the Riemann-Roch formula). For 

the normalization, since 11°(1) - 00+) = 11°(1) - 00_) = 1, we can choose two such 

functions vanishing at 00+ and at 00_ respectively; because 110 (1) - 00+ - 00_) = ° 
(Condition A), they must be independent.. 
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(2) Existence: We follow an argument given in ([Pre85]) and exhibit a pair of 

independent functions on ~ with the correct singularities. Functions on a Riemann 

surface are built as ratios of Riemann Theta functions (a nice survey of the features 

which are relevant in this context is in ([DubSI]). Let 

be an arbitrary homology basis for the Riemann surface ~ and 

i W.I = bij,i,j = 1, ... , 9 
u, 

be 9 normalized holomorphic differentials. 

'Vo/e construct the period matrix B, 

Bii =J Wj ,I,)=I, ... ,9 . lb, 

which defines the Riemann Theta function 

O(z) = L expi7r«n,Bn>+2<n,z», zEC9 , 

nEZg 

and we choose a base point Po E ~. 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21 ) 

The essential behavior at 00 is introduced by means of the unique normalized 

differentials of the second kind 77 anel (, which satisfy the following conditions: 

1) 77 and ( have a single pole at. 00 with local expansions 

(3.22) 

(these are dictated by the polynomial dependence of the exponent on the local 

parameter) . 

2)( normalization) 

i I/ = 0, 
", 

(3.23) 
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We can now build the following function of PEE 

.i. (lP 'lP i) O(A(P) + U.r + Wt - J( - A(V)) 
'f' = exp x TJ + l ., ~. 

Po Po O(A( P) - J( - A(1))) 
(3.24) 

In this expression J( is the Riemann constan t and 

(3.25) 

is the Abel map. A associates a divisor LI:I Pk on E to a point of Jac(E) = C9 \A, 

where A is the 2g-dimensiona.l lattice spanned by the columns of (I d; B). 

The vectors U and HI are introduced to make 0 a well-defined function on 

E. The only indeterminacy is the path of integration which can be modified by 

adding any integer combination of homology cycles. This produces the overall 

factor (taking count of the vanishing condition for '7 and () 

(:3.26) 

This is 1 if we define the components of the "frequency vectors" U and IV to be 

given by 

( .J ')~) 0)._1 

At last we are left to choose the pole divisor iJ of degree 9 + 1 and to fix the 

normalization. As discussed abov0, two independent functions are uniquely picked 

by requiring that one vanishes at 00+ and the other at 00_; for this purpose we 

introduce the following 

Definition 6 1)± is the unique positive divisor which is linearly equivalent to 1) -

The choice 1) = 1)+ and 'v = V_ in formula (:3.24) gives two independent func-

tions, whose poles arc in V+ alld V_ rcspectively. In order to make the pole divisor 

be 1) we multiply 'J,± by a mel'OllIorphic fllnctioll Y±( P) whose zeros lie in V± + 00'1' 

and whose poles lie in the origillal divisor V. 
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We finally obtain the correct Baker-Akhiezer functions 

'ljJ± = ( 
rP 00 rP 

00 ) O(A(P) + Ux + Wt - f( - A('D±)) 
exp x(jpo 11 - 11± ) + t(jpo (- (± ) O(A(P) _ f( _ A('D±)) . 

O(A(oo±) - H - A('D±)) g±(P) 

O(A(oo±) + Ux + Wf- f( - A('D±ll . g±(oo±)' 
(3.28) 

The constant terms 11± and (t in the expansion of the argument of the exponential 

at oo± have been subtracted to make the leading coefficient of the meromorphic 

part of the eigenfunction matrix be the identity. 

I 

In the following section we will understa.nd better the importance of the normal

ization at 00: different normalizations produce different (but gauge related) Lax 

pairs and so different associated non-linear equations. 

3.2.3 The NOrlllalization 

Given the unique basis of the vector space of Baker-Azkhiezer functions guar

anteed in the previous theorem. we can build unambiguously a function and a 

corresponding pair of linear operators which will be identified with the Lax pall' 

for the Continuous Heisenberg l'vlodel. We have the following result: 

Proposition 9 If QUd = 2iP and \fI(;!:, /, ,\) is fhe matri;!' of Bakel'-Akhiezel' 

junctions 

w ( . l \) _ ( '1/' ~ (:r, f, A )11':' (:r, t, A) ) 
x, " - 'I/'!(x, t, ,\) 'Ij':(x,l, A) , (3.29) 

then the columns of thematri:l: 

<I> (;1' , l, ,\) = \V ( :t: , I, 0) - 1 \V ( :r, I, A) (3.30) 

are linearly independent ... i III 11.11 all (;(Jus SO/Ill iOlls of til ( following pail' of lineal' sys-

tems 

i,\S'P 
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(.1.32) 

where the matrix S is independent of .\ and is given by 

(:3.33) 

Observation: the value of \II at .\ = a defines the normalization of the eigen

function at <[> the essential singularities. We have in fact 

lim <1>(.1:, t,.\) = \]I(;r, l, 0)-1 . 
. \-·ex. 

We can then interpret the gauge transformation as a change in the point at which 

the Baker-Akheizer eigenfunction is normalized. 

This also shows that. t.he potential S' is t.he leading t.erm 111 the asymptotic 

expansion in .\ of the mat.rix of squared eigenfullct.ions, 

S ( :1: , I) = lim <[> ( :1", l, ).) O':A> ( .r, l, ).) - 1 • 
'\-0::, 

(3.35 ) 

This fact will be useful later 011, when explaining t.he relat.ion between squared 

eigenfunctions anel orthonormal frames. 

The proof of Proposition (:3) is contained ill the following lemma, 

Lemma 2 Given the Bakcr-Akhiczermalri:l' function <[>(.1:, t,).) normalized as in 

Proposition 2, there exists a unique pair of muir;.?: (hJjcrenlial operators L 1 and L2 

of lhe following form 

(3.36) 

such Ihal <1>(.1', I,).) ~olvt~ 8illllllluutoll81y thl lillwI" 8Y8tCI1I8 

(:3.:37) 
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Proof: 

In order to determine the coefficients of the linear operators Ll and L2 we 

consider the behavior of both columns of <I> at. oo±. 

We define the quantity A(x, t) = \lI-l(X, t, 0) and look at an expansion for <I> 

(in the global coordinate A) of the form 

<I>(x, t, ,\) '" (A(X, t) + f= \1" Xn(x, t)) ( exp (iAx
O
+ 2iA2t) 0 ) 

/I. exp (-iAX - 2iA2t) 
n=l 

(:3.38 ) 

The operator L1 is uniquely determined by the requirement 

(L1 - ,\ld)<I>(x, t, A) = O( ~) ( exp (i/\:l' + :2i,\2l) . 0 .' ). (:3.39) 
,\ 0 exp ( -/ A;l' - 21,A 2t) 

In fact, by substituting expression (:3.38) in equation (3.39) and requiring that the 

0(1) and O(A) terms are equal to zero, one finds t.he following recursive system of 

equations: 

Uo 

which determines Uo and U1 as functions of A and Xl. 

(3.40) 

(:3.41 ) 

Since <I>(x, t, 0) = Jd, the multiplicative term Uo in the expression of L1 must 

vanish. We check this in the following way. 

We consider the matrix of normalized Baker-Akhiezer functions \lI (x, t, A) con-

structed in Proposition 2 and its asymptotic expansion at 00 

( 
~ 1 , ) ( ('xp(i,\,1' + :2iVI) 0 ) 

\lI(;r, t, /\) '" ld + L -, ~I/(.I'.l) 0 ( . \ ')'A2t) , 
1/:=1 ,1/ exp -'1/\;1: - ~'l 

(3.42) 

Because <1> is obtained by normalizing ITI as in (:3.:3:3). then 7-" = ,4-1 X"' n = I ..... 

If we substitute the asymptotic expansion of \1/ into an equat.ion of the same' form 

as (:3.39), we can show that \v satisfies the following linear eigenvalue problem, 
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In particular, the coefficient A- 1(x, t) = W(.I',I, 0) satisfies (3.43) at >. = 0 which 

we rewrite as 

dA-
t

.[ l-1 
-,- -1 Zt,a3 A = O. 

ex 

We now solve for Uo in the system (3.41), use equation (3.44) and obtain 

The coefficients of L2 are df'termined in the same way. The requirement 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

together with the asymptotic expansion (:3.:38), determines the following recursive 

system of equations for the coefficients \:;: 

(:3.4 i) 

(3.48 ) 

(:3.49) 

In order to simplify the expressions for \;) and Vi we use the the equation for the 

time evolution of w(x, t, ,\), which we can derive by substituting the asymptotic 

expansion of W in the time linear system (3.3G), 

Observing that also A-I(.I'./) = 111(.1'.1.0) satisfies equatioll (:3.50) (which is ,\ 

independent), and inserti llg the expreHsion for its time cieri vati ve in (3A9), we 

obtain 

Vi -2iAa:\:I-1 (3.:jl) 

VI -i(Aa:J A - I )l' (3.52) 

hJ O. (3.5:3) 
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For this choice of Ui's and \,j's the right hand side of the relation 

(L' - >.Id)ll>(x t >.) = O(~) ( exp(i>.x + 2i,\2t) ,0.). (3.54) 
J , , ..\ 0 exp(-z>'x - 2Z..\2t) , 

gives a pair of Baker-Akhiezer functions such that the leading coefficients of their 

asymptotic expansions vanish at oo±. By uniqueness, they must be identically 

zero. Therefore Il>(x, t, >.) solves simultaneously the equations 

(L j - ..\Id)ll>(x, t,..\) = 0, j = 1,2 (:3.55) 

which, after introducing the quantity S' = AIT;lA-I. at'f' f'quivalent to tllf' linear 

system for the Continuous Heisenberg Chain. 

I 

3.2.4 The Theta Function Representation of the Knot. 

In the previous section, we built a basis of Baker-Akhiezer eigenfunctions for 

the linear problem of the Heisenberg l'vlode! and we expressed the potential S 

purely in terms of the leading term of the expa.nsion of its meromorphic part at 

>. = 00. 

'vVe now derive an expression for the corresponding .IV-phase curves. It is clear 

from what we have discussed so far that. the l3aker-Akhiezer funct.ion for the I-If'isen-

berg Model is specified by g + 1 poles, t.wo essential singularities over 00 and its 

normalizat.ion at 0; it. is also clear t.ltat lIorlllalizing al a daf('J'('nl poillt (so far as it 

does not coincide with Olle of tlte poles or tlte zeros) will affect neither the essential 

singularity nor the eli visor of the lI1eromorplt ic part. 

Moreover if the pole divisor D is ill gem'ral ('lIough position, the condition A 

can be replaced by the following equivalellt 

Conditioll A ': The diviso/' 1)1 + ." + PHI - 0+ - 0_ is not linearly equivalent to 

a posilive divisor. 
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Here 0+ and 0_ are the two points on ~ OWl' ,\ = 0 which al'f' exchanged hy the 

hyperelliptic involution: 0_ = r(O+) 

Condition A' and 'D being non-special assure that, among the meromorphic 

functions with poles in 'D, there is only one which vanishes at 0+ and just one 

which vanishes at 0_ (this gives the existence of two distinct functions with poles 

in 'D), but there exists no non-constant function which vanishes at both points 

(this guarantees the independence of the two and so the ability to realize any 

normalization at A = 0). 

We introduce the following quantities: 

1) 'D~ (resp. 'D~), the unique effective divisor which is linearly equivalent to 

'D - 0_ (resp. 'D - 0+). 

2) h±(P), a meromorphic function whose divisor is (h±) = 'D~ + O'f - 'D. 

By an argument identical t.o the one described ill Proposition 2, we obtain the 

following result, 

Proposition 10 The lineal' problem a880ci(/I('(/ 10 thf Hcisrnbrrg Model is solved 

by a vee/or function with the following com PO//Cllts 

¢>± ( 
rP 0 rP - -0) O(A(P) + Ux + IVt - J( - A('D~)) 

exp x(Jpo 11-1]±) + I(Jpo ~ - ~±) O(A(P) _ /\' _ A('D~)) . 

O(A(O±) - 1\ - A('D~)) h±(P) 
O(A(O±) + Ux + 1,111-/\' - A(V~)) h±(O±)' 

(''1.56 ) 

Aloreover, the corresponding eigenfunctionmall'i:z: 

(:3.5i) 

is nornutli::ed to be the ieltlllily malri./' III ,\ = O. 

In (:3.:jG) {''1, (, Po,w) ell'C' tIl<' salll(> as ill Propositioll :2: tl)(' terms "~ = IJ~~ '/ 
and (~ = J~o± ( are introduced 1.0 give t.ite wallt.ed Ilol'lllalizat.ioll at ,\ = O. 
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Finally we construct the N -phase curves. We use the reconstruction forlllula 

derived in section 3.1 

1,(,. ) __ . o<l>(:l'. 1'-\)1 
.1., l - l 'J . 

( /\ ,\=0 
(:3,.58 ) 

The derivatives of the entries of <T> are given in terms of the following functions 

(and by the sheet information) 

o¢± I iJ I 0-\ .\=0 = a±x + b±t + uP 10gO(A(P) + fT.1' + Wi - J( - A('D~)) P=o± + r±, 

(3.59) 

where the c±'s are constant in x and t depellding on the Riemann surface data, 

a± = ±1](0), and b± = ±((O). 

We show that both coefficients of the lineal' t.erms in .r and l are zero. Let -\ be 

real for simplicity (we are just interested in what happens at /\ = 0). In this case 

it can be shown that the fUlldamental solutiolJ <I> of the spatial linear problelTl is a 

unitary ma.trix. \hIe introdu('(' the transfer matrix 

(3.60) 

which takes the solution at a given.r to its value' after the t.rallslation by one spatial 

period. It can be shown [FA SO] that its trace 

(:3.61 ) 

is an invariant both with respect to :(' and t, and that it determines the spectrum 

of the spatial linear operator. If we define the Floquet Eigenfunctions by means of 

the following formula, 

i±(.r, /\) = exp (ipP):I').(±(:I', /\), (:3.62) 

where .(±(:r, -\) are bounded, periodic fUlJctiolls. it is easy to check the following 

relation between the F'lofjllc/ exponent p(/\) alJd ~(/\): 

I ,I::::' 
((J _ _ -;r:;: 

cI /\ - 2lT J ~ 2 - ,\ 
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By comparing the expression of the Baker-Akllcizer eigenfunction with the olle for 

the Floquet eigenfunction, we can identify the differential 17 with the derivative of 

the Floquet exponent, 

17(A) = ;:~ (A). (3.64) 

Now we use the symmetry ot' the solution with respect to the transformation A --t 

-A. From the linear system we see that 

<fJ(x, -A) = <fJ( -;1:, A) (3.65) 

and thus <1>(0, -A) = <1>(0, /\) and <I>(27l' , -A) = <1>( -27l'. A); for real A we deduce 

( :3.66) 

Since the trace of a unitary matrix is real, We' have 

~(-A) = ~(A), /\ E R. (:3.67) 

So, ~(A) is an even functiolJ of A and therefore the Floquet exponent p = 17 

vanishes at O. As regards the coefficient. b, W(' use the same symmetry property 
d¢ d¢ . 

and deduce that ciA (x, -A) = - dA (-x, A), where ¢ IS any of the components of 

the eigenmatrix. This formula must be valid for all times, t.herefore for I rv ':xl, the 

leading order terms give bt = -bl. It follows that. b = O. 

Finally we obtain the following compact formula for the components of the 

matrix of the positiou vector. 

r± = -i .i)J logO(A(/J) + ('.I' + H")I . 
rJ I 1'=lJ± 

(:3.68) 

where we a.bsorbed the iufol'lllCltiolJ about 1,1)(' divisor allel the Riemann constant 

in the initial condition. 
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3.3 Squared Eigenfunctions and Fralues 

The role of the squared eigenfunctions is explored here. Their linear equations 

will lead to the generalization of the evolution equation for S to an infinite sequence 

of commuting flows. As a consequence of the asymptotic behavior of the squared 

eigenfunctions, we can relate the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion to the 

components of the Frenet frame of the correspolldent curve. The coefficients of the 

asymptotic series in >. turn out to be the vector fields of the integrable hierarchy. 

We give a formula for the generating function of til<" conservation laws. 

\IVe define the matrix of squcued eigenfunctiolls 

(:3.69) 

and recall its asymptotic expallsion at A = ()O 

(3.70) 

Remark: the fact that the leading coefficient of the asymptotic expansion Qu = S 

is the solution of the non-linear equation plays an important role in what follows. 

It is responsible for two facts: 1) The evolution equation for S arises in a very 

natural way from the hierarchy of hamilt.ollia.lls flows. 2) It allows us to filld til<" 

relation between the coefficients of the expansion of Q and the Frenet frame. 

We adjoin an infinite sequence of flows to the pair of linear systems associated 

with HM. 

For a matrix X E 8/('2. (') which ('c\ll 1)(' ('xPI'('ss('d as Cl forIllCll power s('ri('s of 

the forl11 
tV 

X = L X,,\', .V < 00, (3.71) 

we define X+ to be 

('3 ~')) .. 1-
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We observe that the pair of of linear systems can be rewritten as 

(3.73) 

(<I> is the eigenmatrix constructed in the previous section). In order to show that, 

we substitute the asymptotic expansion (3.70) in the first equation of the linear 

system, 

Q.r [iAS'. QJ 

and obtain in particular 

Also observe that, since 0'5 = I d, the following must hold 

feZ = Q2 = ld + *(5'Ql + Q18) + ;2 (5'Q2 + Q25' + Qi) 

+ (8Q3 + Q38 + Q1Q2 + Q2Qd + ... 

This gives the infinite set of relations 

L 0;(2.1 = 0 ,,= I. '2 ..... 
i+.i=k 

The first. few are given below 

u 

(3.74) 

(:3.7.5) 

(:3.76) 

(:1.77) 

(:3.78) 
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To show that 2i)..2S - )"SxS' = 2i()..2Q)+ IS a direct computation. From (3.75), 

using the relations (3.77), we get 

Sx = 2iSQI (3.79) 

Since ,~p = I el, we have 

(:3.80) 

If we set. II = x,/ 2 = t. Wf' can writ.e t.he following infinit.f' hierarchy of flows in 

which no distinguished rok is played by the original space variable ,r and by the 

time t, 

-i(dt" = n[()..1tQ)+. Q], /I = l.:2.:3 .... (:3.81 ) 

We show that (3.81) gives an infinite sequence of commuting hamiltonian equations 

for the potential S. 

\h/e consider the correspolldi ng eigen value' probblls 

(3.82) 

and impose commutativity of the flows at each level, 

(f2 (f2 
--<1> = --<I>, /I = 2,3, 
d:l'dl ll dllld:l' 

(3.83) 

obtaining the equations 

nQII_I.I· (:3.84) 

Qb' (:3.85) 

(3.85) is a subset of the equations (3.75) which we can use to re-express the right

hand side of the evolution <,quations for Q() = .S· and thus obtain 

S' -' [q () ] - I .) .tl/-llll" (fI- 11- ._ .... ( :3.86) 
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It is an easy check to derive the original non-linear equation (HM) for n = 2. 

Notice that these equations are an infinite hierarchy of hamiltonian flows with the 

following hamiltonian densi ties 

FdS) = ~Tl'(SQd (3.87) 

We show the commutativity of these flows dirf'ctly, it is interesting that this leads 

to a sequence of zero-curvature conditions. \Ve compute the quantity 

d
2 

S d
2 

r< _ • [-' d(nQn) d(m·Qm) .[ Q . Q ]] - .::> - /. !J, - - l n n, In m . 
dtndt m dtmdt n dim din 

(3.88) 

By substituting the asymptotic expansion for Q into the evolution equations (:3.81) 

we obtain 

-it Qkt"A-k = n t (t[Ch Qll+k- j ]) ,\-1.', 
k=O k=O .i=O 

(:3.89) 

which gives, for m < n, 

d(nQn) d(mQm). n 
........:...,......:c..c:.:.. - = mm L [Qj, Qn+m-j] = inm[Q,,, Qm], 

dt m dt n j=m+1 
(3.90) 

equivalent to the zero curvature equations 

d(nQIl) d(mQm) .[ Q . Q ] _ 0 
- I-/' 1/ 1/' In 'Ill - • 

dim ( In 
(3.91 ) 

and to the commutativity of the corresponding flows. 

We now find the relatiollship between the squared eigenfunctions and the Frenet 

frame of the curve associa.t.cd to S. 

Since S' = Qo is the hermitian matrix which represent.s t.he unit tangent vector 

to the curve, its x-evolution is the first one of the Frenet equations. 

I c,' 
~ = k,V 
d:r ., (:3.92) 

where k is the curvature of the curve and N is the unit normal. By comparing 

with the first of the sequence of equations (3.86), we get 

i[S,Ql] 

1 [-' 1.I\T] _ I ['" [" Q II _ ')Q ~ !J, h -:) ,':Y, ,':Y, 'I - ~. I. 
_I ~ 

( :3.93) 

(:3.94) 
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We have obtained the following expression for the frame in terms of squared eigen

functions, 

1 Q1 QI 
T=Qo, , N=2i[J~Tr(Qn,Qol ,13= J~T1'(Qn' (:3.95 ) 

with k = J2Tr(Qi). 

If we re-express the Q:I:< in terms of the frame and the curvatures, we already 

have 
h~ 

Q, = -[3. 
2 

Using (3.96) and the Frend equation for 13 to obt.ain 

2 dQI 1 dk n _ T '[ -, /) 1 
--- - --I.e,;,! - --I, .),I.e':I, 
k d:t h~2 d:z' , .. 

(:3.96) 

( :3.97) 

Substituting the expression for ~ and using the constraints (:3.77), we derive the 

following 

Q 
1 k2 _, 1 ell.: 1 

2 = --' .) - -I.~-N + -hE. 
8 16 (h: 4 

(3.98) 

Observe that Qo = 8, QI and Q2 are the first t.hree vector fields of the integrable 

hierarchy, expressed in terms of the frame (compare their expression to the one 

appearing in [LP91]); iterating the procecllll'(, we obtain them all. 

Now we can express the Hamiltonian dellsities (:3.87) ill a more transparent 

way in terms of the curvat.lll'C alld the t.orsioll or t.1l<' clIrve and their derivat.iwc·s. 

L q;CJj = 0 I.. = 1.2 ..... (:3.99) 
i+.i=i.' 

we can rewrite the densities Pdq) as 

Pdq) = ~T1'(Qo(h). , .. = I. 2 ..... (:UOO) 

Using the set of relations (3.77) and the expressions for the Qks in terms of the 

frame, we write the first few, 

~T/'(S(Jt) = 0 
2 
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F2 = Tr(SQ2) = -~Tr(Qn = _~k2 
2 4 

(3.101) 

F3 ~1'/'(SQ3) = -~T1'(Q1Q2) = -1
3
6 k2T 

which agree with the ones listed in [LP91]. 



Chapter 4 Backlund Transformations, 
Immersed Knots 

4.1 Introduction 
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In this chapter we present an application of Backlund transformations to the 

curve dynamics described by the HM equation. 

A Ba,cklund transformation takes a solution S of the non-linear equation and a 

solution of the linear systems 

aft 
ax 
aft 
at 

ilISf' 

ac,' -= (2i/12 S - /1 a'-- 8)F 
x 

at the pair (8, v), and creates a new solution S(1). 

(4.1 ) 

(4.2) 

Let us assume that 8 is a N-phase solution as defined in ch.3. In [EFM87b] 

two different types of Backlund transformations are discussed: 

(I) (type 1) If ¢ is a single Baker-Akheizer eigenfunction at a general vEe, 

then the new solution 8 P ) is periodic in ;1: and is an N -phase solution. 

(II) (type 2) If ¢ is a general complex linear combination of Baker-Akheizer 

eigenfunctions then, for a generic /1, S(I) may not be periodic. However, if v is a 

double point of the spectrum of (4.1) (these notions will be defined in a specific 

example later on), then 8(1) is a homoclinic orbit of S. 

For the general treatment. of these facts we refer to [EFM87b]. We will present 

here the simplest example of Biicklund transformations of a planar circle and give 

the necessary definitions in the course of the illustration. 

The two distinct types of Backlund formula suggest two ideas when thinking 

of the corresponding curves. 

(1) The type 1 transformation is a symmetry of the family of N-phase solu

tions to which 8 belongs; therefore itera.ted 13iicklund transformations of type 1 
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should exhaust the symmetries of the corresponding class of curves. In the case 

of the planar circle we find that the vector field corresponding to an infinitesimal 

Backlund transformation is a Killing field (i.e. the generator of an infinitesimal 

rigid motion). 

(II) The type 2 transformation generates homoclinic orbits and can be used 

to produce dynamics bifurcations of knot types. In our example immersed knots 

with stable self-intersections bifurcate from (degenerate) multiple copies of a planar 

circle. 

In section 4.2 we give a derivation of the Ba.cklund formula for HM, which 

makes use of the gauge transformatir>1l between HM and NLS and of the Backlund 

transformation for the NLS equation. In section 4.3 we apply this result to de

generate planar circles, and discuss the outcome of the two types of Backlund 

transformation. 

4.2 The Backlund FOrlllUla. 

In order to derive a B~icklund formula we begin with the observation that an 

appropriate gauge transformation will reduce the linear problem for the I-1M to 

the linear problem for the focussing cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equation. Fol

lowing [FASO], we introduce a unitary matrix V which satisfies the following two 

concli tions: 

vsv- I 
0"3, 

D\/ V-I 
D.T (i~ 

where q is a complex-valued function of (:1:, l). 

Then, if F solves the linear problem for IUvl 

uF _. \ -'.l~ 
D:r - /./ .) 

iq ) 
o ' 

( 4.3) 

(4.4 ) 

(4.5) 
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at (8, A), the vector FNS ~ \I F solves the spatial linear problem for the NLS equa

tion 

aFNS [. \ +' (0 q)] F--- = lA0'3 l _ 'NS ax q 0 
(4.6) 

at (q, A). 

The Ba.cklund transformation for the Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation is ob

ta.ined by means of the following procedure (see [SZ87]): 

Let (7$+,7$_) be two independent solutions of the linear system (4.6) at (q,v). 

We construct the following quantities 

~ = C+7$+ + c7F_ 

NNS = ( ~1 
~2 

-~2 ) 

7Pl 

GNS 
( A - /1 0) 1 

NNS 0 \ _ NNS-. 
; - I} 

Then 

solves equation (4.6) at (Q(l), A), where 

Q(l) _ +?( I _ I) ¢1¢2 
- q w / / t<Plt2 + t<P2t2 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

( 4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

is the corresponding new solution of the NLS equation. The relation (4.10) be-

tween the old and the new NLS eigenfuction:;, together with the change of gauge 

which carries (HM) to (NLS), allows one to obtain the Backlund formula for the 

Heisenberg Model with no dependence on the gauge transformation. This is stated 

in the following: 

Proposition 11 (HM Backlund Transformation) Let;J = c+;J+ + c_;J_ be a 

comple:!: linem' combination 0/ linearly indcjlCl/dent solutions 0/ equation (4.5) at 

(8, /1). We const'l'llct the mat I'i.l' of gauge trallsformation 

I -;-' r -,,- r-1 
( 

"-.\ 0 ) cp. /1, <1» = 1\ 0 v~.\ j\ (4.12) 
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with 

N = (:: -i2
). (4.13 ) 

Then, iJ F solves the linear system (4.5) at (,\,8), 

F(I)(x, t, >., v) = G(>., II, ¢)F(x, t, >.) (4.14) 

solves (4.5) at ().., 8(1)). The new solution 8(1)) oj the Heisenberg Model is given 

by the Backlund Jormula 

with 

u - N ( e
iO 

- 0 
·0 v 

e' =-
H 

(4.16) 

Remarks: 

1) U is a unitary matrix, hence the solution 8(1) is hermitian and has zero 

trace (and its determinant is 1). The corresponding vector .5(1) E R3 is obtained 

by a pointwise rotation of the original solution S by an angle 0 = I~I' depending 

only on the eigenvalue parameter II, around the instantaneous axis of rotation 

( 2Re(<I>l'f2) 21m <l>1¢2) 1<I>1I2-I'1>212)T 
l<I>d2+1<I>212' - <1>1 2+ <1>2 2 , 1<1>112+1,/>2 12 

2) If II E R, then 8(1) = 8 and the Backlund transformation is the identity. If 

v is complex, the eigenfuction ¢ is in general quasi-periodic unless v belongs to a 

discrete set of values for which ¢ is spatially periodic. We will discuss this case in 

the next section. 

Proof: 

vVe use the gauge transformation to pull the NLS-Backlund formula back to the 

Heisenberg Model. Givell the eigenvector FNS = V F for the NLS linear system at 

(q, >.), the Backlund transformation produces the eigenvector FjJl corresponding 

to the pair (Q(l),>.). This can be expressed as Pi~ll = \/(l)F, where V(1) is the new 

gauge matrix. On the other hand \/(1) solves the linear system for NLS at the new 
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potential Q(1) and at the point). = 0, that is V(1) = GNS!-\=o V. Therefore the 

new eigenfunction for the Heisenberg model is given by 

( 4.17) 

The important point is that F(1) is independent of the gauge transformation and 

so does not depend on the NLS eigenfunctions. 

In order to see this, let 11 = V ¢. Since V is a unitary matrix of determinant 1, 

the following identity is true 

(4.18) 

Taking ¢ to be a complex linear combination ¢ = c+¢+ + c¢_ of independent 

eigenfunctions of the lineal' system (4 .. 5) we obtain the expression (4.14) for the 

new eigenfunction. 

Given p(l), we can write the expression for the new squared eigenfunction 

(4.19) 

s(1) is the dominant term of its asymptotic expansion at /\ = 00. For large). we 

obtain 

q(l)P) rv [I-I SU + O( ±), ( 4.20) 

which completes the proof. I 

4.3 Application: SYl1uuetries and Singular Knots. 

Firstly, we use the formula for the reconstruction of the curve in terms of 

the fundamental solution of the linear problem and derive an expression for the 

Backlund transformed curve. Secondly, we compute a single Backlund transfor-

mation of types 1 and 2 for the simplest (i-phase) solution. 
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The fundamental matrix of the linear problem (4.5) at (S(1), A) (normalized to 

be the identity matrix at a.: = 0) is 

<I>(l)(X, l, A) = G- 1 (0, A)G(;r, A)<I>(X, t, A), (4.21 ) 

where <I> is the fundamental solution of (4.5) at (S, A). Using formula (3.13) derived 

at the beginning of ch.3, we compute the matrix of the position vector of the curve 

_dG(O)1 + dG(:c) I + d<I>(x) I 
dA ~=O d'\ ~=O dA ~=O 

r{x, l) + s;:IO 
[V(x, t) - 11(0, t)] (4.22) 

where \/ = Na3N-1, // = I//icio. 
The expression (4.22) shows that the Backlund transform is the identity at a 

real eigenvalue IJ (0 = 0), and that it generates bounded solutions (not necessarily 

periodic in x) for a general complex //. The following boundedness argument for 

the norm of the position vector of the curve follows easily from expression (4.22): 

Proposition 12 

( 4.23) 

whel'e 11·11 is the Euclidean Iw/'m in R3. Therefm'e the new curve is confined 10 the 

interior of a sphere if III~N')1 2: max:r II r(:r) II, while it is confined to the interior of 

a spherical shell if IIr~l~vll < max,: II f( a:) II. 

This reproduces a result which Sym et. a!. ([.JPA86]) obtained by reconstructing 

the curve from homoclinie orbits of the NLS equation. 

4.3.1 EXaluple: The Planar Circle. 

The simplest solutions which possess homoclinic instabilities are planar circles. 

Their tangent vector-fields arc fixed points of the Continuous Heisenberg Ivlodel, 
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so the corresponding reconstructed curve can be chosen to be time-independent. 

We start with k copies of a circle lying in the (.1:,y) plane with non zero curvature 

k E Z. If.1: denotes the arclength parameter, the matrix corresponding to the unit 

tangent vector is 

_, ( 0 e-
ikX

) 
~o(x, t) = eikx 0 ( 4.24) 

The properties of the level set on which the solution So resides can be studied 

by means of the discriminant ~(S, A) of the linear operator 

LdS, A) = - (~ ~) (;~: + iAS, (4.25) 

which was introduced at the end of section :3.2. We describe the relevant properties 

of ~(8, A) without proofs. These are contained in [EFM87a, EFM87b] and the 

references therein. 

We construct the fundamental solution matrix <1>(x; 8, A) with the following 

properties: 

L(8, A)<1> = 0 

<1>(0;8,A) (~~). ( 4.26) 

The spectrum of the operator L1 is defined by means of the Floquet discriminant 

~(S, A) = fI- [<li(;r + 27f, a:; 8, A)]. (4.27) 

It can be shown that ~(8, ,\) is analytic in both 8 and A. 

For a fixed A, the corresponding discrimillant ~(S, A) is a constant of motion 

and therefore it can be used to define the level set corresponding to a given solution. 

We recall the following results: 

Theorem 5 If 8 solves the Continuolls Heisenberg Model then, fo/' all A, 

(,1.28) 
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Theorem 6 The spectrum of L1 is given by 

a(Ld = {A E CI b.(S, A) E R, -2::; b.(S, A) ::; 2} ( 4.29) 

In the complex plane we distinguish the following special points of the spectrum: 

1) critical points >'c: 

:~ b.(S, >.)1,\=,\0 = 0, (4.30) 

2) periodic (antiperiodic) points >'±: 

b.( 8, >.) I.\=,\± = ±2, (4.31) 

3) multiple points >'m 

b.(S, >')1,\=,\", ±2 ( 4.32) 

d 1 (L\ b.(S, >.) ,\=.\'" 
o 

The periodic (antiperiodic) points are associated with periodic (antiperiodic) eigen

functions. Therefore the B5,cklund transformation at one such point produces a 

solution which is periodic in ;/:. 

The multiple points (we will consider only double points) indicate that the level 

set is saddle-like and the corresponding homoclinic instabilitie:; can be constructed 

by means of Backlund transformations. I-I ene' we consider the simplest type of 

homoclinic instabilities produced by a single iteration of the Backlund formula. 

The Baker eigenfunctions for the linear problem at (So, >.) are 

(4.33) 

with fj = Jp + 4>.2. 

The discriminant for the solution 80 can be computed from the corresponding 

fundamental solution matrix; we obtaill 

(4.34) 
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C.plnne 

} • = simple points 

"" •• multiple points 

Ell:3l ~ spectrum 

Figure 4.1, The spectral configuration of the planar circle 

Thus the spectrum is given by 

0-(50 , A) = {A E C J cos(br.) E R} = R U {ipJ pER, -k/2::; JI::; k/2} (4.35) 

The critical points are the set of zeroes of 

d 4A 
-II ~ = - sin(br.)-.r. /==.:::: = O. 
(,II yk2 +4,\2 

(4.36) 

All of them are multiple points. The origin ,\ = 0 is a point of infinite multiplicity, 

and the complex double points are given by 

An = ±!...yI/,.2 -11 2 11 = 1,2, ... ,/"-1 
:2 

The spectral configuration of the level set of So is shown in figure 4.1: 

\"e now apply the results of the previolls sections and construct the Backlund 

transformed solutions. We compute the two types of Backlund transformations 

mentioned in the introduction. They both produce solutions belonging to the level 

set of So. 

Type 1: we take;; to be a single Baker eigenfunction evaluated at the eigenvalue 

/1. \Ve obtain a periodic solution for every choice of 11 E C, which belongs to the 



same class of solutions as So. 

For ¢ = ¢+ we obtain the family of planar circles 

+ 
4v(;5 - k )e- ikx 

) 

41vl 2 
- 18 - kl 2 
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( 4.37) 

which is parametrized by the complex parameter v. As Im(l/) ~ ° we obtain a 

family of vector fields of the form 

(4.38) 

(the Ci'S are constant depending on II) which is a family of Killing fields for the 

circle (a linear combination of a rigid translation and a rotation). We already see 

in this simple case that the Backlund transformation is associated to a group of 

symmetries of the level set of the solution So. 

Type 2: we take <ii = c_<ii_ + c+<ii+ to be a general complex linear combination of 

Baker eigenfunctions. The resulting solution is homoclinic to the original circle, 

and it is periodic in x if II is one of the complex double points: 

II = l"ln = ±-.)I . /k 2 -112 '/1 - l'J k 1 t _ V ,- ,~, .,., - , 

In this case, introducing the complex parameter c+/c_ = peiO, we obtain the 

following formula: 

r (2)( , .) _ ( ° J.,l - i ikx 
-Ie 

fe- ib
: ) + ~ ( f(:r, t) - f(O, t) ° lin g(;t:,l)-g(O,t) 

g(,:r '. t) - g(.O, I) -- ) 
-(J(x,t)-j(O,t)) 

(4.39) 

with 

f(:t:, t) 

g(:r,t) 

h( t) 

h'(! ) 
2/tn 1.:11(/) + SPIL1l2sin(n:r + 0) 

. ,IL" -ih COS(1/:I' + 0) +i% sin(nx + 0) -ih 
-2·t-c - 4/t [111 e 

I.: n H.(t) + SPlln2 sin(n:z: + 0) 

an sinh(IlJlt) + h" cosh(nlll), (.lAO) 
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and an = (k + n) + (Ie - n)p2 and bn = ("~ + n) - (k - n)p2. Observe that 

limt_±oo r 2(X, t) = r o(x), thus the new solution is a homoclinic orbit of the original 

circle. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the cases /..: = 6, n = 5 and k = 5, n = 2. 

They are time frames of the evolution of orbits homoclinic to degenerate circles 

(a 6-fold circle and a 5-fold circle respectively). The resulting curves are singular 

knots which have points of self-intersection which persist throughout the evolution. 

The number of such "stable" points of self-intersection is the order of the complex 

double point appearing in the Ba.cklund formula. We can see how the resulting 

curve does not belong to the same class as the original solution. We conjecture that 

these dynamical separatrices playa role in distinguishing different special classes 

of knot types. 
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(,=-13 

t=-7, t=~3 

(,=+5 

Figure 4.2, Evolution of the Backlund transformation of a 6-folcl planar circle, 

k = 6, n = 5, p = 1,0 = 0 
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t=-25, t=-ll 

t=-6, t--') 

1=0, t=+3 

Figure 4.:1, Evolution of the B~icklullcl trallsformation of a 6-folcl planar circle, 
!.: = 5, n = 2, p = 1,0 = IT /,1 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions 

There are several ways to explain the wealth of interest that the dynamics 

of curves and surfaces modeled by soliton equations has arisen in recent years 

[Ham65, Lam80, Lak77, A.S8.5, GP92, LP91, NSW92, DS94J. 

1) A unifying attitude: many phenomena can be described by the same equa

tions. Soliton equations appear ubiquitously in the description of non-linear phe

nomena, which include non-linear optics, hydrodynamics, plasmas, biological struc

tures, solid-state physics and matrix models in quantum field theory. Many of these 

integrable equations enter also in the description of the differential geometry of sur

faces and curves: a case is the vortex filament dynamics we have studied. Other 

examples include the dynamics of vortex patches and the differential geometry of 

constant negative curvature surfaces. 

2) A need of deeper understanding of certain phenomena: often simplicity 

means that we can access a much richer set of information. The understanding of 

the fundamental structures of simplified models can provide a roadway to the study 

of more complex situations. Examples are the modelling of chaotic dynamics, the 

study of singular limits of PDE's, the theory of large amplitude perturbations of 

integrable systems. 

3) The idea that we can use the relation between the integrability of certain 

evolution equations and the geometry (or the topology) of curves and surfaces 

to attack open problems both in soliton theory and in differential geometry or 

topology. One example is the case of knot theory. Knots have been studied mainly 

as "static objects": one handles a knot, lists the moves necessary to unknot it 

and classify it. On the other hand a simple, but rich dynamics on the space of 

closed curves, which adds extra structure and possesses special classes of solutions, 

should be a powerful tool t.o provide sonw kiud of classification of knots and their 
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invariants. 

One of the mam themes of this area of research has been the relation be

tween the dynamics of curves described by Filament Flow-type of equations and 

well-known soliton hierarchies. Successful insights have ranged from finding the 

correspondence between models of curve dynamics and particular integrable equa

tions [Ham65, Lam80, GP92, DS94], to a deepcr exploration of the corresponding 

Poisson geometry [LP91]. 

This work starts from these general motivations and considers one soliton 

equation which has been mentioned in connection to integrable curve evolution 

[LP92, Lak77]' but not investigated in depth. It is the Continuous Heisenberg 

Model of the evolution of the unit tangent vector to the curve, which provides a 

bridge between the Filament Flow on curves in R3 and the evolution of a complex 

wave function under the NLS flow. We studied it for periodic boundary conditions, 

corresponding to closed curves. 

We found it to be a very rich model, because it provides us with a more natu

ral framework to study questions regarding the geometry of the space of curves in 

connection with integrability. To mention a couple of advantages, it is very nat

ural to reconstruct a curve from its tangent vector and to find conditions on the 

tangent vector for the correspollding CUl've to be closed (the "zero mean" condition 

discussed in ch. 1). For the N LS equatioll we do not know which subspace of its 

solutions corresponds to closed curves; moreover the reconstruction of the original 

curve means solving an inverse problem. 

5.1 Poisson GeOluetry 

The reconstruction and characterization of closed curves are minor advantages 

with respect to the ones we eal'llcd while studying the Poisson geometry of the 

Heisenberg Model. In our setting, Poissoll geollletry deals with Lie algebra struc-
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tures on the tangent space to the solution manifold. In the case of curves, Poisson 

brackets are defined on the space of frames. The naturality of the Heisenberg 

Model is a consequence of our ability to construct a general framework (the cir

cle bundle ~82 to the 2-sphere) in which frames arise as liftings of the solution 

curve into a principal bundle over 8 2 • The lifting to curves everywhere tangent 

to the horizontal subspaces of the canonical connection on 'Ii 8 2 defines a Poisson 

map between the phase space for HM (loops in 8 2 ) and the space of solutions of 

NLS (complex functions on 5'1). This map provides an interpretation of the gauge 

transformation between HIVI and NLS and a na.tural correspondence between their 

Poisson structures. There is no need of t.he repa.rametrization operator introduced 

by Langer and Perline [LP9l]; moreover, the usc of the frame corresponding to the 

horizontal lifting as a basis for the vector fields allows one to identify vector fields 

for HM with complex vector fields for NLS ill a direct way. The Poisson map be

tween HM and NLS given by the horizontal lifting possesses a natural factorization 

through a Poisson map between £(82 ) and the loop space of 50(3, R). In terms 

of this Poisson mappings the meaning of the second Poisson structure for NLS be

comes transparent. It is related to the natural Poisson structure on the loop space 

of 50(3, R). It would be interesting to know if this is a more general feature of 

soliton equations; that is, whether their Poisson structures become "simpler" and 

more natural when they call be viewed as reductions from a loop group setting. 

An open direction within this framework is t.he role of the recursion operator at 

the level of the differentia'! geometry of curves. The recursion operator takes one 

hamiltonian vector field to the next one of the integrable hierarchy, therefore it is 

a generator of the infinite number of symmel.ries of the solution. Its relation with 

the symmetries of the corresponding curve needs to be explored. 
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5.2 Contact GeOlnetry 

Another advantage of the Heisenberg Model framework which we constructed 

IS that it is natural to build a (in fact several) contact structure on the frame 

bundle which is adapted to the Riemannian structure on 8 2 • Bearing in mind the 

fundamental role of the rotation group 80(3, R) we chose the canonical invariant 

metric on 82 and built the corresponding canonical connection on 7i82 • We showed 

that one of the elements of the corresponding basis of T'7i 8 2 defines a left-in variant 

contact structure with respect to which the curve described by the Frenet frame 

of the original curve in R3 (the Frenet Lifting in ch. 2) is a Legendrian knot. As 

an application of this result, we showed that the curve described by the tangent 

vector is a wave front. As a consequence, its generic singularities can be easily 

classified to be cusps or points of self-intersection. 

Legendrian knots are more "rigid" than usual knots, being constrained to be 

everywhere tangent to a distribution of planes; moreover, their invariants provide 

a refinement of the invariants of knots. Regarding this question, invariants of the 

Legendrian knot described by the Frenet frame are invariants of the original curve. 

We computed the Maslov index and found that it is related to geodesics curva

tures of associated spherica.l curves. It is interesting to have obtained geometric 

invariants from topological illvariants of related Legendrian curves. There is more 

to explore in this direction. On one hand the computation of other invariants, 

such as the Thurston-Bennequin invariant [Ben89] and their relation with the con

served quantities of the integrable equatioll. On the other hand, a Legcndrian 

curve evolving in time in 80(:3, R) sweeps out a surface which is foliated by Leg

endrian curves. Eliashbcrg suggests a way to study its topology through the study 

of the singularities of the Legenclrian foliation [Eli94]. 
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5.3 Integrability 

In chapter 3 we found that we do not need to make use of the gauge transfor

mation between HM and NLS in order to construct N-phase solutions of HM. Or 

more practically, we find that the gauge transformation amounts to a normalizing 

factor at the essential singularity of the Baker-Akheizer eigenfunction which we do 

not even need to compute. From a linear system which is fundamentally equivalent 

to the one for NLS, we constructed the general family of N-phase solutions. We 

can now hope to plot the corresponding curves. The one-phase solutions are al

ready interesting: cylindrical coordinates have been constructed in R3 which show 

that they lie on tori of revolution [LS84]. There is no reason why the higher genus 

ones should reside on such simple surfaces, but their structure should be special 

since they are critical points of the higher geometric invariants. 

Frames were explored more in this chapter, in conjunction with the role of 

squared eigenfunctions, which were shown to generate the hierarchy of commuting 

vector field. The squared eigenfunctions should be some sort of universal framing of 

the solution curve parametrized by the complex spectral parameter. Compatibility 

of the linear system should mean that the evollltion of this family of nearby curves 

completely determines the illtegrable dynamics of the framed curve. 

5.4 Singular Knots 

In the last chapter we constructed a B~icklund transformatiol1 for the HM.The 

simplest example of the micklund t.ransformation of a planar circle indicates that 

we could use it to explore the symmetries of higher genus solutions (this will be a 

numerical study, formulae becorne involved lInless one manages work in an abstract 

setting). The Backlund forl1lula applied to t.he construction of homoclinic orbits 

suggests it relation between the dynamical separatrices and the the separatrices 

of difFerent knot types. There is a hope of understanding the existence of self-
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intersections and their persistence in time in terms of the Plucker coordinates and of 

the degree theory of corresponding complex algebraic curves [GH78]. The Backlund 

formula for the planar circle defines a rational homogeneous curve (coordinatized 

by (sin x, cos x, 1)), whose degree can be expressed in terms of the mode number n 

and of the integral curvature of the original circle. The degree should provide us 

with an invariant of the corresponding knot. 



APPENDIX A 

We check the compatibility of the following Poisson operators 

V' k11 V + ~kii ( r + f") V· (kii)du 
2 10 121r 

= tx v, 
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(A.I) 

(A.2) 

The requirement that the operator Jr+J(r defines a Poisson bracket with respect 

to the inner product 

1 121r < V, W > ([) = - V . W ds, 
27f 0 

(A.3) 

is equivalent to the following coupling condition shown by Magri [Mag78] 

< Jr (</1, J( r7p), X > + cyclic pe1'1?1ulalions (AA) 

- < J(r(</1,Jr7/J),x. > + cyclicpe1'1nulalions, V (</1,7p,X) E Tr£(S2). 

The notation L~ indicates the Gateaux derivative of LIL defined to be 

, ) d I L,Jv,'W = dE (L"+(luv) <=0' (A.5) 

U sing definition (A.5) we compute 

We have 

Since </1,1/', X belong to the spa.1l of i'i and b, then the term (A:i'i. x </1) . X (and its 

cyclic permutations) vanishes. 1\11oreovel' 
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Therefore, the left-hand-side of the coupling condition (A.4) is identically equal to 

O. Analogously, we compute 

< Kr( ¢, Jr1jJ), X > = ~ r2rr 
[d¢ . f( 1jJ xi). X + 

271" Jo ds 

1 df (is 1') d --·x + ¢.-(fx1jJ)dll 
2 ds 0 21r ds 

~ dl. ¢ ( f' + f') x. ~(fx 1jJ)dU] ds. 
2 ds Jo J2 1r ds 

The show first how to deal with the terms containing the double integral. When 

we add the cyclic permutations, we obtain three terms of the form 

1 i2rr 1 df (is 1S

) [ d - d - ] -. :- - . X + ¢ . - (l xl/;) - 'IP . - (t x ¢) duds 
271" 0 2 ds 0 21r ds ds 

1 i21r 1 df (j'S 1") d -- -- . X + -(r/>. l xlp}dllds 
271" 0 2 ds 0 2rr ds 

1 i21r 1 df -- -- . X(r/>· t xlp}ds. 
271" 0 2 ds 

(A.S) 

On the other hanel, integrating by parts we rewrite 

1 121r dr/> - 1 1 2rr df -- - . t(4' xi). Xds = -- - . r/>(1jJ. t x X). 
271" 0 ds 27l' 0 ds 

(A.9) 

Therefore 

1 12rr 
df -< K r(¢, Jr1jJ), X> + ... = --, - . X(¢· t x 1jJ)ds + ... 

471" 0 ds 
(f1.1O) 

Writing ¢ = a1l + bb,11' = C11 + db, X = e11 + fb, we compute 

~ - ~ - ~ -
ds . X(r/>·l x 4'} + ds . 4'(x' l x r/» + ds . r/>(11', t x X) 

= Ide(be - ad) + e(af - eb) + (/(ed - en} = o. (A.1l) 

Therefore also the right- hallel-side of the coupling condi tion (A.4) vanishes. 

• 
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